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Success Of Tigers Marked
By Return To
1
By BOBBY HALL
The season began with a motto
of "AGAIN" printed across Tshirts. At the end, it became more
a matter of "almost . . . but not
quite."
For Memphis State's basketball
team, hopes of repeating as regu
lar-season and tournament cham
pions in the Metro Conference
slipped away. But duplicating
their march to the Sweet 16 of the
NCAA playoffs provided satisfac
tion for the Tigers along with the
distinction of achieving a No. 1
ranking for the first time in the
school's history.
MSU followed a 24-5 season with
a record of 23-8, which included a
regular-season victory on the
road over Final Four qualifier
North Carolina State, 57-53, andan
NCAA playoff conquest of George
town, 66-57.
"We consider it a good year,"
said senior guard Bubba Luckett.
"We feel like we could have done
better, but we know we're one of
the best teams in thecountry. For
sure, it wasn't a disappointing
year. And Memphis State has a
great future."
The Tigers, who never fell out
of the Top 20 all season and fin
ished with a No. 17 ranking,
roared to victories in their first11
games and found themselves as
the nation's top-ranked team the
second week in January. A 69-56
loss at Virginia Tech was costly in
the polls, but momentum wasn't
broken as MSU improved its re
cord to 17-1.
Only a series of what Tiger
coach Dana Kirk termed "some
bad bounces" deprived MSU of a
chance to equal or improve its re
cord of last season. Four losses in
a six-game stretch during Febru
ary and three defeats by arch-ri
val Louisville caused some lateseason concern before the Tigers
regrouped and roared into the
playoffs for the second consecu-

The Big
Memphis State basketball star
Keith Lee holds the ball high
and looks for an open t

during play in the Tigers' NCAA
regional tournament game
against Georgetown in Louis

ville, Ky. MSU won the game,
66-57, behind Lee's 28-point
performance.

This special book is a
collection of articles on
the Memphis State men's
and women's basketball
teams published pre
viously by The Commer
cial Appeal. They are re
produced as a tribute to
their seasons.
tive season.
"It wasn't a season of good
bounces for us, whereas last year
was," Kirk said. "They say those
kind of things even up. Some
times you reach for your rabbit's
foot and it's not there. You need
that little streak of luck . . . the
ball has gotta bounce your way.
"We lost four games at the buzz
er on last shots. Not once did we
have the opportunity to take the
last shot."
With a tad of luck the Tigers
were pretty sure they could have
knocked off top-ranked Houston
in the NCAA's Midwest Regional
semifinals at Kansas City instead
of falling, 70-63, in their final
game.
"Houston's biggest weakness
was free throw shooting," Kirk
said. "So what happens against
us? They make 16 of 20 for 80 per
cent. What can you do? You pick
on their weakness and they turn
it around on you."
Kirk rated the Tigers' play as
"good" even during the late-season slippage.
"We had a little shooting lull
and that was the only thing that
was a setback to us," Kirk said.
"Even during that stretch we
played pretty well. We just didn't
hit the shots, that's all."
Although being picked as the
preseason favorite in the Metro,
the Tigers finished a disappoint

9

ing fourth with a 6-6 mark.
Junior guard Phillip 'Doom'
Haynes said, "I feel like all our
losses could have gone either
way. We're happy to get as far as
we got, but we would have loved
to have gone a littlefarther. I feel
like we willgo further next year."
Forward Bobby Parks, the jun
ior captain, said, "We just need a
few more breaks next year. And it
wouldn't hurt to have a little
more depth."
The main shortcoming through
out the season was the same thing
Kirk feared in the preseason — a
critical lack of depth. And the ab
sence of bench strength was a
glaring deficiency in the games
with powerful opponents like
Metro enemy Louisville and the
NCAA playoff opponents. It was
the kind of shortage that should
urge MSU to recruit harder.
"I feel goodabout the recruiting
we've had so far," said Kirk, not
ing the signing of Melrose frontliners William Bedford and
Dewayne Bailey and a commit
ment from Briarcrest guard John
Wilfong. "We'll probably sign two
more players . . . definitely one.
We won't take anybody unless
he's good.
"I really feel good about where
our program is. We've got all the
starters coming back and the
younger guys have a year'sexper
ience under their belts. The fu
ture is ours. We've got nothing
but green lights ahead of us. I'm
proud of where our program is at
this time. A lot of people would
have doubted that we could come
this far this quick."
After opening with two 13-14
seasons under Kirk, the Tigers
compiled a two-year mark of 47-13
since the arrival of All-America
forward Keith Lee. Kirk's fouryear record is 73-41.
"We've made giant, giant steps
without saying 'may I?"' Kirk
said.

NCAA Regional

MSU 66, Georgetown 57
By BOBBY HALL
Staff Reporter

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The mighty
Mr. Ewing met the incomparable
Mr. Lee on this long-awaited Sun
day in Freedom Hall. Anybody
from Memphis who could possi
bly ever forget what happened
should be treated for something
worse than amnesia.
In a classic "in your face" per
formance, Keith Lee, the lanky
sophomore from West Memphis,
poured through 28 points and
grabbed 15 rebounds to propel
Memphis State past Georgetown,
66-57, in the second round of the
NCAA's Midwest Regional
playoffs.
As the final secondsof the victo
ry ticked away, Tiger cheer
leaders were chanting "Al-buquer-que, New Mex-i-co."The MSU
pep band was playing "Amen,
Amen" with spirited reverence.
And the happiest bunch of Tigers
anybody ever wanted to see was
dancing off the floor as 14,105
watched.
And Patrick Ewing, the George
town giant at 7-foot and 220
pounds, left with a solid perfor
mance of 24 points and nine re
bounds, but he knew that this day
belonged to Lee and the hustling
Tigers (23-7).
"He is a great player," Ewing
said, in reference to Lee. "He's
very versatile."
Indeed, Lee did it all as the Ti
gers hit a torrid 61.3 per cent for
the game and outrebounded the
Hoyas (22-10) by a whopping mar
gin, 37-22. Junior guard Phillip
'Doom' Haynes pitched in 13
points, junior center Derrick
Phillips scored 10 and sweptdown
11 rebounds, and junior forward
Bobby Parks had nine points for
MSU.
Hoya coach John Thompson
praised Lee, but he also noted the
balanced contributions from the
other Tigers.
Among those unheraldedTigers
was the 6-9, 220-pound Phillips,
who spent the entire afternoon in
a bear-wrestling contest trying to
defend the powerful Ewing.
"Ewing is abig, big man, but I'm
not scared of nobody," Phillips
said. "He's big and real physical.
He likes to push a lot. I sorta like
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to push too. It definitely was an
experience for me. Mainly I was
just trying to deny him the ball as
much as I could."
The victory powered MSU into
another major confrontation — a
meeting with top-ranked Houston
on Friday night in Kansas City in
the regional semifinals. But the
Tigers wanted just a few hours to
celebrate before thinking about
the Cougars, whoadvanced with a
60-50 decision over Maryland Sat
urday in Houston.
"Right now we want to 'jubilate'
a little," said Tiger coach Dana
Kirk.
The Tigers, relying on outside
sharpshooting from Haynes and
Lee's good play from all over, bolt
ed to a 30-25 halftime lead despite
foul trouble which resulted in
three personals for Parks and
playmaker Andre Turner. Lee had
15 points before intermission and
Haynes nine. The game was tied
eight times and the lead changed
six times before Lee shook loose
for nine straight points, stretch
ing a 21-20 Tiger lead to 30-24. His
whirling move to the basket with
6:37 left in the half resulted in a
three-point play and the second
foul on Ewing.
Ewing made his presence
known in the first half, once al
most shattering the backboard on

an unbelievable hook-dunk. But
because of constant pressure
from Phillips and some rushed at
tempts for stuffs, Ewing blew
three dunk opportunities and
once drew a technical foul for
hanging on the rim.
When the Tigersrushed out and
popped their first two buckets of
the second half on jumpers by Lee
and Haynes for a 34-25 lead, the
more than 1,500 MSU fans in the
arena were beginning to go wild.
A follow by Lee and an alley-oop
stiiff by Parks made it a 38-25 game
with 16:56 to go. But a 10-point
explosion by the Hoyas, including
four jumpers by guard Horace
Broadnax, kept Georgetown in
striking range.
Then a three-point play by Ew
ing, coming on a lob for a stuff
and a foul, pulled the Hoyas to
within two points, 40-38.
The remainder of the battle was
a nailbiter. A soaring block by
Parks was turned intoa fast-break
layup by Turner and a 51-42 lead
with 8:30 left. Buta couple of turn
overs — MSU had 21 for the game
— and a comeback by the Hoyas
left the Tigers clinging to a 53-50
lead with 3:59 left. Haynes collect
ed his fifth foul at 3:46 and sud
denly the Tigers' lead was only 53"We probably should have gone
to our spread a little earlier than
we did — that was my mistake,"
said Kirk, who ordered the 'Fist'
spread with MSU ahead, 55-53,
with 2:20 remaining.
Parks drove the lane out of the
'Fist' with 2:10 for layup and a 5753 cushion, then grabbed a re
bound after a Hoya miss on the
other end. Georgetown rushed to
foul MSU's Ricky McCoy, only a
47.2 per cent free throw shooter.
"I saw the guycoming at me and
I knew they wanted to foul me,"
McCoy said. "After the foul, I took
a deep breath and looked over at
the bench. All the guys were giv
ing me pointers at the same time
and it really made me feel good."
He responded by canning both
shots.
Free throws by Phillips, Turner
and Parks provided insurance
and with 15 seconds left Parks
sealed the victory dramatically
with a streaking fast-break dunk

Keith Lee shadows Georgetown's Pat Ewing (33)
for a 65-57 lead. Nine seconds later
Ewing fouled out and Tiger fans
were going wild with delight.
"It was a very big game for us,
but the biggest one of all is going
to be getting to Albuquerque,"
Parks said, referring to the Final
Four in Albuquerque. "We're hap
py with this one, but we're still
not satisfied yet."
Georgetown's Thompson said, "I

think it was obvious that we lost
to a very outstanding team here
today. Memphis State is very wellbalanced. At crucial points it
seemed that we lost our concen
tration. I'm not disappointed in
my team.
"We attempted to get the ball
into Pat. But you can only ask
what is humanly possible and
when they couldn't get it to Pat,

By David Smart

they had to take the shots
themselves."
Georgetown hit only 37.5 per
cent for the game.
MSU's pregame pledge to "take
it to the hole" and not back off
from Ewing proved to be the dif
ference as the Tigers forced the
Hoyas to foul and hit 28 of 39 free
throws. Twelve of Lee's points
came from the line.

NCAA Regional

Houston 70, MSU 63
By BOBBY HALL
KANSAS CITY — A half hour be
fore midnight, Memphis State's
dream of becoming the prince of
the Midwest Regional — and may
be for all the NCAA — ended with
disappointing finality.
Powerful Houston outlasted the
battling Tigers, 70-63, before a
jam-packed crowd of 17,036 in
Kemper Arena in the regional se
mifinals of the Sweet 16.
If there's any consolation for
the scrappy Tigers, and there
should be, it took an impressive
performance in the "Show Me"
state by the top-ranked team in
the nation to halt their season and
end the hope of Albuquerque and
the Final Four.
Obviously, the red-shirtedHous
ton fans in the building were a
little uncertain about how this
night would end. They didn't feel
secure enough about the outcome
until five seconds remained. Only
then did Cougar partisans decide
it was safe to begin chanting
"We're No. 1 . . . We're No. 1."
Whereas the Tigers did a nice
job of shutting down most of the
Cougars, there was one monster
of a man they just couldn't han
dle. Akeem Abdul Olajuwon, a 7foot, 240-pound center from Nige
ria, rammed through 21 points.
The big guy shoved through 10 of
14 shots and led Houston's power
ful show that resulted in eight
dunks for the night.
"It was probably my best game,"
said the giant Cougar. If it wasn't,
the Tigers didn't care to see him
any better. Olajuwon also was in
timidating on defense with five
blocks.
"He's a much better basketball
player than I thought he was,"
said Tiger coach Dana Kirk. "He's
more agile than he was when I
saw him a year ago. He moved and
jumped very well for a man his
size."
Despite Olajuwon's domination
and a solid 17-point performance
by guard Michael Young, the Ti
gers were in the game until the
final 30 seconds. Houston, which
wasn't supposed to be able to
shoot free throws, made six-out-of
seven in the final 1:23, including
six in a row. For the night, the
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Cougars sank 16 of 20 free throws,
80 per cent, while MSU was mak
ing only 9 of 14.
"When you get right down to it,
free throws were the difference,"
said Guy Lewis, the veteran Hous
ton coach. "Free throws and our
bench strength, too. Memphis
State is a very good club. They
played awful hard."
The Tigers, who finished the
season with a 23-8 record,
matched the Cougars in the first
half and were tied 34-34 at inter
mission. Memphis State was
ahead, 36-30, with five minutes
left in the firt half. MSU led once
early in the second half, 44-43, but
the Cougars usedfour free throws
by center Larry Micheaux to re
gain the lead, 47-44, and MSU nev
er caught up.
Keith Lee, MSU's All-America
forward, hit for eight points in
the first half, but could manage
only five the second half as Hous
ton switched from a 2-3 zone to a
man-to-man defense with Mi
cheaux covering Lee.
"I never dreamed we'd hold him
under 20 points," Lewis said. "I
thought Micheaux did a fine job
on him."
The most serious trouble for the
Tigers developed about halfway
through the second half when
four consecutive turnovers al
lowed the Cougars to stretch a 5148 lead to their biggest bulge of
the night — nine points (57-48).
But MSU stormed back, outscoring the Cougars, 9-2, in the next
six minutes to trail by only two,
59-57, with 4:36 left.

Freshman guard Andre Turner
pitched in two baskets during the
flurry, including one that had to
challenge some of Olajuwon's
dunks for beauty. After a quickhanded exchange of steals with a
Cougar defender, the 5-10 Turner
wheeled down the lane between
Houston's towering bodies and
flipped up a curly-cue, reversespin layup that wiggled into the
hoop. The basket with 7:20 made it
a 57-52 game and started MSU's
comeback.
Three times within the last six
minutes the Tigers were within
two points. But each time Houston
found a way to respond with a
basket. The Cougars were up by
five points, 65-60, with 57 seconds
left, but MSU clawed back to 65-63
with 40 seconds, cashing in on a
basket and a free throw by junior
guard Phillip 'Doom' Haynes.
The Tigers simply couldn't get
over the hump, though. Twice it
appeared shots by MSU that were
batted away by the Cougars could
just as easily have been ruled
goal-tending. But the call didn't
come.
Then with 26 seconds remain
ing and Houston up by four (6763), Turner was called for a costly
turnover. In an attempt to save
time on an in-bounds play, Turner
allowed the ball to roll almost to
midcourt before he touched it.
However, when he failed to pick
up the ball in five seconds, the
whistled sounded.
"I guess he thought the count
wouldn't start until he picked up
the ball," said Larry Finch, the
MSU assistant coach. "That's
something we've never worked
on (in practice). But I'm not going
to fault him for that. That kid did
some great things out there for us
tonight."
Bobby Parks, the team captain
from Grand Junction, Tenn., led
MSU's scoring with17 points. Cen
ter Derrick Phillips matched Lee
with 13, while Turner and Haynes
added 10 each. Houston, which is
now 29-2 with 24 consecutive vic
tories, hit 50.9 from the field com
pared to MSU's 48.2. The Cougars
enjoyed a 16-9 advantage from the
charity stripe, hitting 16 of 20.
Houston, which wore blue and
white stars on its warmups in pregame work, quickly lived up to its

By David Smart

MSU's Keith Lee (right) battles Akeem Olajuwon
stardom reputation by surging to
leads of 5-0 and 7-2,all on the scor
ing of the mammoth Olajuwon.
After the Tigers missed their
first two shots against the Cou
gars' 2-3 zone, Olajuwon went to
work with a 10-foot jumper, then
muscled through a powerful
dunk over Lee. Lee collected foul

No. 1 on the stuff with 18:35 and
Olajuwon swished the free throw.
MSU didn't score until center
Derrick Phillips dropped in a pair
of free throws with 17:58to trail, 52, before Olajuwon — the chair
man of Houston's Phi Slama Jama
fraternity — shook loose for an
other stuff.

The Tigers, battling to the en
couragement of about 1,000 MSU
fans in the huge arena, rushed
back to force a14-14 tie with 10:42.
It was tied two more times, 16-16
and 18-18, before the Tigers of the
Metro Conference got their first
lead with 8:37 on a 10-foot bank
shot by Haynes, 20-18.

A1 Dunning

Bobby Hall

Measuring Basketball Stars
— It'sA Game Of Inches

Stroll On Broadway Ends
In Memory Lane For MSU

TT IS THE duty of a daily newspaper to search
for truth, fight ignorance and provide its
readers with accurate, dependable information.
The Commercial Appeal therefore is proud to
inform the world that Keith Lee, a basketball
player at Memphis State University, is not 6 feet,
10 inches tall, as mankind has been led to
Nor does Lee's
teammate Andre Turner
stand exactly 5-10, as we
also have been brainwashed
into buying.
We know, because The
Commercial Appeal
measured both of them.
Lee, Memphis State's
Ail-American sophomore
forward, is exactly 6 feet, 9
1/8 inches tall.
At first glance that
A1 Dunning
might appear to make the
Tiger squad a tad shorter than previously
advertised. But it all comes out pretty close to
even, because Turner officially is 5-10 3/4,
which is three-quarters of an inch more altitude
than the program gives him credit for.

Just before we took their official
measurements, Lee jivingly stripped off 4 feet,
11 inches of tape, handed it to us and said, "Here,
this ought to be enough to measure Andre."
Turner thought it was funny. Turner thinks
everything is funny.
In fairness to Lee, we wish to make it clear
that he measured 6-9 1/8 with his hair
squooshed all the way down to his skull. With his
hair standing up, he's 6-11.
Turner wears his hair peeled down to his
scalp, so he's 5-10 3/4 no matter how he combs
it. Observed Lee: "Andre ain't got any hair."
Actually, Memphis State's previous listings
of Turner's and Lee's measurements were
unusually close, considering the imaginative
numbers some teams use in describing their
players' dimensions.
Some coaches like to list their players shorter
than they actually are. Other coaches stretch
them a little. Why is that, we asked Kirk. "Well,
there are three ways to look at it," replied Kirk.

PUZZLEMENT OVER THE heights of Lee and
Turner has afflicted basketball fans ever since
both players started lacing on Tiger shoes.
Sometimes TV announcers, for example, have
described Lee as 6-9, 6-10, 6-11 or "nearly seven
feet." Turner is listed in various programs
around the Metro Conference as 5-8, 5-9 or 5-10
TV guys usually just call him little.
Heretofore, The Commercial Appeal had
taken Memphis State's word for it and listed Lee
at 6-10 and Turner a foot shorter. But when
other sources began using different numbers and
fans began to have loud arguments over the
long and short of the Tiger squad, we decided to
clear up the controversy once and for all.
We used a precisely scientific procedure.
With the cooperation of Memphis State coach
Dana Kirk (who, incidentally, confessed he had
never measured either player in his life), we
had Lee and Turner outfit themselves in game
uniforms and game shoes and report to the
practice gym. We got us a tape measure, backed
both players up against a wall and drew pencil
lines at the tops of their heads. In Lee's case, we
had to use a ladder.

"FIRST, TAKE THE high school level. High
school coaches a lot of times list a guy a little
taller than he really is, because the coach
thinks it might help the kid get a scholarship.
"Then the kid goes to college, and the coach
may underplay his height a little bit. You know
— snake oil. Maybe he doesn't want opponents
to know how big a guy really is.
"Then the same player goes to the pros and
his height is stretched out again, just like it was
in high school, because the pros want to sell
tickets and I guess they figure the bigger they
say they are, the more tickets they can sell."
But hold it, coach. If you don't actually
measure your players, how do you arrive at the
heights listed for them on your official roster?
"We just asked the players and take their
word for it," laughed Kirk. "I really mean that. If
a player tells us he's 6-7, we list him at 6-7. We
want them to see in the program what they want
to see. So if it suits them, it suits me.
"Besides, I never have put much stock in
height. I think players should be measured by
reach. That would give a more realistic view.
Take a player like (junior forward) Bobby
Parks (who is listed at 6-5). Because of his
quickness and reach, he plays taller."
Kirk, by the way, plays shorter than
sometimes claimed.

ONCE THE PENCIL lines were drawn, it was
a simple matter to stretch the tape to the floor
and read it.
Lee seemed a little disappointed that he
didn't quite make 6-10.
Turner, on the other hand, was ecstatic over
being almost 5-11.

"WHEN I WAS in high school, they had me
down as 6-7 or 6-8," he grinned.
We measured him, too. He's 6-5 1/4.
"I don't believe in yardsticks too much,"
shrugged Kirk. "I like that old saying: It's not
the size of a man that counts in a fight, it's the
size of the fight in the man."

HP HE SIGHTS AND sounds of New York City's
concrete, steel and humanity are only
memories now for Memphis State and its fine
basketball team. But those special treasures of
the mind will last far longer than this current

What could have been more enjoyable for
the Tigers than to go to New
York and Madison Square
g
Garden and beat a good
M
Eastern team like Iona?
S
y
Well, the Tigers couldn't
Bjk
think of anything nicer
*
after their 94-88 victory.
Indeed, it was a night
to remember. From the
early spirited blasts of
"Rolling On The River" by
the MSU pep band to the
strutting of the Tiger
Bobby Hall
pompon girls, the folks
from Memphis made sure New Yorkers knew
who they were watching and where they were
from. Even the Tiger mascot, Pouncer, sent his
costume to the cleaners to make sure he looked
his best, and the colorful cat left his mark on the
Garden.
AS FOR THAT festive luncheon at Tavern
On The Green in Central Park honoring the 1957
Tiger team, it was one of the classiest events
you'd want to see. Yankee owner George
Steinbrenner, the multimillioniare, or the
conductor of the New York Symphony, would
have felt right at home. Frank McGuire, the
former college coach and current director of
college athletics at the Garden, seemed amazed,
and impressed, by the MSU style of partying.
"I've always tried to associate with class,"
McGuire said, "and this certainly was a class
act."
By game time, MSU's showing had been so
good that the thought of a loss spoiling
everything gave some school officials a nervous
stomach. But the fifth-ranked Tigers didn't lock
up when the public address announcer blared,
"Welcome to Madison Square Garden, the world's
most famous arena."
The Tigers hadn't played in the Garden since
the 1975 National Invitational Tournament,
when they lost to Oral Roberts, 97-95. But this
time they were determined to go home with a
victory and whatever intangibles that accrue
from a good show in New York's bigtime.
SO-CALLED EXPERTS declare that there's
no better way to get national attention for your
team and earn quick All-American distinction
than to play well in the historic Garden. If so,
then the Tigers ought to be a household word

now and several of them should have picked up a
Macy's shopping bag full of All-America points.
Sophomore forward Keith Lee, an AllAmerica as a freshman, showed the Eastern
evaluators just how well a lanky kid from West
Memphis can play the game. With 28 points, 11
rebounds, three blocked shots, two assists, one
steal, 11 of 18 from the field and 6 of 6 from the
free throw line ... well, he was downright
awesome at times. But don't forget those point
and rebound totals for the other Tigers —
forward Bobby Parks (21-8), guard Phillip
'Doom' Haynes (15-8), playmaker Andre Turner
(14-5) and center Derrick Phillips (12-9). Talk
about balance and team-play, whew.
If Lee was thinking that he needed a big
game in the Garden to enhance his All-America
chances and career opportunities, he never said
much about it. But after the victory, it was
interesting to notice that the softspoken giant
wanted to make a comment that wasn't sparked
by a question.
"I'D LIKE TO say this one thing," Lee said.
"I'd like to thank God for letting us play this
game here tonight and letting us arrive here
safely. And I hope He will let us all have a nice,
safe trip home."
Tiger coach Dana Kirk obviously was
feeling pretty good, too, after the game. When
asked why Iona's press didn't bother his team,
Kirk responded to a crowd of writers, "Good
coaching." Then, following a feeble effort to
laugh off the comment, Kirk added, "Actually, I
say that because it's the truth. When it's bad
coaching, I'll let you know, too."
FOR CERTAIN, THE Tigers have put some
nice numbers in the left hand column of the
won-lost total. The last two victories — at North
Carolina State, 57-53, and Iona — should prove
that MSU can beat tough teams as well as the
likes of Delta State and Baltimore. And the more
toughies they play, the better off the Tigers
should be come tournament time.
Another good part about the New York
showing is that the Tigers probably will be
invited back in the near future after the
impressive effort. That'll allow MSU and its fans
another trip to New York.
Like most New York visitors say, "It's a nice
place to visit, but I wouldn't want to live there."
For an occasional trip to play basketball, though,
it's not so bad . . . especially when you win.
One thing is for sure. If the Tigers do get an
invitation back anytime soon, it'll take a lot of
doing to outshine the adventure of '83. It was one
for the scrapbook.

A1 Dunning

Bobby Hall

Tigers Were 3-Time Losers
(To Cards) Without Shame

From Any Vantage Point,
Tigers Are Standing Tall

CINCINNATI — One of the first sentences a
basketball coach masters when he's learning
to talk is, "It's hard to beat a good team three
times."
Louisville's Denny Crum tugged at his
necktie knot, forced a tired grin and said, "Heck,
it's hard to beat a bad team three times."
The team that Crum's
Cardinals had just whipped
for the third time this
season wasn't a bad one. In
the semifinals of the Metro
Tournament, Louisville
stormed from 10 points
behind in the last 10
nynutes to nail Memphis
State, 71-68. Just a week
earlier Louisville had
dodged Memphis State, 64A1 Dunning
62, in overtime, and on Feb.
19 the Cardinals had won,
75-66, in Memphis.
SO THE NEXT question is: How tough is it to
whip a good team four times?
It's a question Louisville — and Memphis
State — could have to ponder after the NCAA
tournament pairings come down.
Louisville, 28-3 and ranked No. 3 in America
going into the Metro Tournament championship
game, is a mortal lock to boogie in the NCAA
party. So is Memphis State, ranked No. 17 with a
22-7 record. Although Memphis State's loss to
Louisville torpedoed any automatic invitation to
the NCAA playoffs, Tiger coach Dana Kirk
allowed, "We're going to be in the NCAA. It'd be
a disgrace to basketball if we are not."
Thus is it possible that somewhere in the
NCAA jungle the Tigers and Cardinals could
come fang-to-beak again? And players on both
sides say, to tell you the truth, they'd just as
soon play someone else.
Memphis State's Phillip 'Doom' Haynes, who
gunned in a team-high 23 points against
Louisville in the third meeting, was the last
Tiger to shed his combat gear in the locker
room. Losing to Louisville anytime stings, he
said. Losing to the Cardinals three times in a
season is about as much fun as three doses of
castor oil.
"They're good," Doom said. "They beat us
three times, and there was no luck about it in
any of them. Today we came out in the second
half and got the lead we wanted, but somehow it
just got away.
"Right now I'd just like to see us get a good
(NCAA) seeding and a good chance to play.
From now on, there are no more chances. We
just gotta play good and keep playing good. And
if we run into Louisville again .. . Well, maybe

I'd kinda like to play'em, 'cause we've come so
close the last couple of times. But there's lots of
people we could play that aren't that good."
RODNEY MCCRAY, LOUISVILLE'S bulgemuscled 6-7 senior who has been proclaimed the
Metro's player of the year, said he's getting a
little weary of these heart-attack finishes against
Memphis State, too.
"If I had my choice, I wouldn't want to play
them in the NCAA," said McCray after sticking
Memphis State with 12 points and 10 rebounds in
the third meeting. "But, if we have to play 'em,
we have to. My good thoughts go with them,
though. I hope they do well and I hope we do
well."
One guy who might jump at a fourth
Louisville-Memphis State matchup is Memphis
State coach Dana Kirk. If it should happen
somewhere out there on an NCAA battlefront,
odds are the game wouldn't involve any Metro
Conference officials. That would suit Kirk just
fine.
Kirk has this idea that Metro refs never frisk
Louisville players for blackjacks and brass
knuckles . . . and maybe they ought to. "They
(the Cardinals) get by with more than the
average bear," gritted Kirk.
"When you have people in striped shirts
like the ones we had out there today and some of
the other officials we have in this conference ..
. If it sounds like I'm criticizing them, I am."
KIRK ALSO WAS incensed when officials
allowed a basket by Louisville's Lancaster
Gordon late in the first half after Ricky McCoy
apparently had fouled Gordon long before the
shot was released. "They have continuation
plays in the NBA, not in college basketball,"
fumed Kirk. Gordon's three-point play gave
Louisville a 37-31 lead at the time.
When Tiger Ail-American forward Keith Lee
fouled out on a backcourt call with 4:09 left, it
did absolutely nothing to brighten Kirk's mood.
"If you've got an Ail-American player," snapped
Kirk,"you want him on the court."
In the end, however, Kirk conceded that
whistles alone hadn't been totally responsible
for Memphis State's third strike of the season
against Louisville. Benches had something to do
with it, too, he said.
"Our weakness all year has been our
bench," Kirk said, explaining why he hadn't
pulled Lee from the lineup when the 6-10
sophomore drew foul No. 4 — also a backcourt
foul — with 9:48 to play and Memphis State
ahead 61-53, "I certainly wasn't going to lose with
our best people on the bench."

T
MPRESSIONS OF A basketball team come from
A all perspectives. Take Felicia Allen, for
example. She'll soon be playing for the women
Jayhawks at Kansas. Felicia catches the eye. She
stands 6-6, but weighs only 154 pounds.
The frail young woman
— actually, she's skinny . .
. there's just no other nicer
word for it — is quite a
sight. On the West Kansas
flatlands, her shadow
would stretch all the way to
Colorado. She's as tall or
taller than half the
members of the KU men's
team, which has only one
player over 6-8.
Thus, it was with some
Bobby Hall
goggled-eyed interest that
Allen, a transfer who is awaiting eligibility next
month, gave Memphis State players the visual
once over at a practice last week in Lawrence.
"WHO'S THAT GUY?" she asked in an urgent
tone, pointing in the general direction of
several tall Tigers.
"You mean Keith Lee?" a bystander replied.
"No, not him. I've heard of Lee. He's 6-10,"
Allen said. "That other dude, who's he?"
Someone said it was Derrick Phillips. "How
tall is he?" Allen gasped. The anwser was 6-9
and she replied, "Oh my! Whew!"
As a foot-shorter teammate tugged at her
arm and said, "Come on. It's a closed practice,
we'd better get out of here," Allen refused to
budge. Instead, she pointed across the floor at A.
Maceo Battle. "What about him?" The replay:
"He's 6-9, too."
After a thoughtful pause of a couple of
seconds, she uttered a heavy sigh and declared,
"Geez ... I can see right now I'm gonna have to
transfer to Memphis State."
Presumably, she was only kidding. Or was
she? Most likely it was merely a hint into the
social life — or lack of it — for a gal who's 6-6.
Whatever, she was definitely impressed, to say
the least.
THEN THERE WAS the tiny blond girl who
teamed with the skyscraper Lee for a few
minutes of minature golf on the indoor courseat MSU's team motel in Kansas. It was an unusual
and heart-warming sight... the giant Tiger
stooping into a pretzel stance to grasp a putter
while the 8-year-old cutie was struggling with a
golf club almost as tall as she was.
"I'll bet he grows taller every day," the
amazed youngster later told her father, who
seemed more impressed with the fact that an
Ail-American would take the time to show a child
such thoughtful attention.

Asked who won the golf game, which really
wasn't competitive, the bubbly little girl
chirped, "Oh I did, of course. But he (Lee) really
was nice about it."
So much for the tall and short of it. The
Tigers, who are 7-0 and are only two victories
shy of their best start ever (in 1955-56), have
made some good impressions.
If you'd told me in advance that MSU would
go to Kansas and win despite Lee having his
worst shooting effort (3 for 17), guard Phillip
'Doom' Haynes playing only 17 minutes because
of foul trouble, and the Tigers making 19
turnovers . . . well, I simply wouldn't have
believed it. Sure, they blew a 19-point lead, but
they had enough poise and determination to
hold on and win the game in a madhouse arena.
It's a credit to MSU's team-oriented style and the
efforts of "old reliable" forward Bobby Parks and
polished rookie Andre Turner.
ASIDE FROM CAUSING near heart failure for
fans back home, the 64-58 victory should be
considered quite an accomplishment. It's just
what MSU needed to send them into defense of
their Metro Conference title when league play
starts when fast-starting Southern Mississippi
(6-1) visits the Mid-South Coliseum.
Tiger coach Dana Kirk credited the use of
the spread offense — known to MSU fans as "The
Fist" — for the escape at Kansas. He's probably
right. High-geared teams, as well as their fans,
don't care much for such tactics, except in lastresort dilemmas. Lawrence definitely qualified as
such a place. And with the Tigers being
noticeably short on bench strength, the strategy
could become necessary often in big games
when foul trouble arises.
THERE'S NO APPARENT concern in the Tiger
camp that Lee has been in a slump lately. Fans
asking what's wrong with the big guy, who they
expect to play flawlessly every game, might cite
his engagement, his mother's continued illness,
the so-called "jinx" from Sports Illustrated's
recent attention and all sorts of things for
affecting his play. Most likely, its just what it
appears to be — a slight slump and the assorted
pressures of being the "name" player on a
highly rated team.
MSU's one glaring shortcoming is the same
one the Tigers feared in preseason — the lack of
depth. One more guy, just one, in the 6-7 range
to go with the improving freshman Baskerville
Holmes would give Kirk some much-needed
options for winter's tough sledding. Perhaps the
6-9 Battle can help after fully recovering from
some recent problems with his back.
A tad of depth, no injuries and more
victories .. . that'll do, for the moment, for the
Tigers' letter to Santa.

MSU 89, West Texas 74
By BOBBY HALL
For a half MemphisState looked
every bit as good as its sixth-place
national ranking, maybe better.
Then came the second half and a
case of the blahs. But the Tigers
still emerged an easy winner, 8974, over West Texas at the MidSouth Coliseum.
What had begun as a spirited
and festive night of basketball re
sulted in trauma when game offi
cial Jerry Yarbrough collapsed
during the first half of the Tulane-Wyoming game and died of
what doctors described as "a mas
sive cardiac arrest" at Baptist
Hospital.
Ripping apart a Buffalo zone de
fense, the Tigers roared to a 55-28
halftime advantage before a
crowd of 11,102 in the Mid-South
Classic. MSU hit 56.4 per cent and
was downright awesome at times
during the first 20 minutes.
West Texas apparently didn't
think the game was over at the
half and battled back to outscore
MSU in the second half, 46-37, and
once got within 12 points — 84-72
with 3:13 left.
"After the way we started, I was
never concerned with the game,"
Tiger coach Dana Kirk said.
But Kirk did order the Tigers
into their spread offense for the
last four minutes, a tactic which
prompted a few boos from the
"One reason we spread was to
pull them out of their zone and let
us practice that phase of our game
a little," Kirk explained.
To continue the classic tonight,
MSU will meet Wyoming at 9:30
p.m. in a game that will be tele
vised live by ESPN (Cable 36). Tulane will take on West Texas at-7
p.m. Tulane dumped Wyoming, 5238, in last night's opening game.
Ail-American forward Keith
Lee and sharp-shooting guard
Phillip 'Doom' Haynes, who are
the Tigers' designated zone bust
ers, shot down the Buffaloes of
the Missouri Valley Conference
early. Swishing long jumpers
from the corner, the 6-10 Lee fin
ished with a game high 25 points
and Haynes pumped through 18
points. Forward Bobby Parks and
center Derrick Phillips maneu
vered inside the 1-2-2 zone with
Parks getting 14 points and Phil
lips 12. The 6-9 Phillips also was a
key man in setting screens to free
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Lee and Haynes forshots from the
corner.
"Against that kind of zone, we
put our two shooters in the cor
ners and try to get the ball to
them," Kirk said. "We got it to
them and those guys really wore
it out. Phillips kept setting the
screens and our guards kept get
ting the ball to our shooters.
"I was very pleased with the
first half, but I was not at all
pleased with the second half. We
sort of lost our composure in the
second half."
The loud ovations of the first
half were rare in the second half.
Except for a few aggressive
moves, the only thing that really
woke up the crowd was when Lee
got tripped up on a rebound at
tempt and hit the floor with 59
seconds remaining. Aftera couple
of minutes of observation, MSU
trainers decided that Lee was OK
and he walked off the floor limp
ing slightly.
Guard James Jackson led the
Buffaloes in scoring with 21
points and forward Bob Steppes
added 20. The largest West Texas
starter was only 6-8, and although
the Buffs were spunky, they were
outmanned from the start.
MSU dominated the rebound
ing, 58-39, and had 17assists to the
Buffs 10.
"There definitely were some
bright spots for us," said Kirk,

whose defending Metro champi
ons are now 1-0 for the season.
"Our press was effective in the
first half, and I liked the fact that
we got to look at a zone defense."
The Tigers were so dominating
in the first half that Kirk played
everybody on his bench and MSU
still had a 52-28 lead. The crowd
responded with a standing ova
tion as the team headed for the
dressing room at intermission.
Junior guard Phillip 'Doom'
Haynes set the tempo for the
night by bombing his first three
shots from the left corner for a7-2
lead in the first two minutes. Mid
way of the half it was Lee who
took over from the opposite cor
ner pouring through four
straight long jumpers and with 10
minutes left the Tigers were on
top, 26-10.
The faster the pace got, the
more rattled the Buffaloes ap
peared and the more awesome the
Tigers looked. And the racehorse
speed got even quicker when 5-9
Tiger freshman Andre Turner
came in and darted all over the
floor to put more fire in the at
tack. Senior center A. Maceo Bat
tle slammed through a couple of
dunks, freshman forward Baskerville Holmes added a slam and
Turner drilled a pair of long
jumpers.

Dana Kirk

MSU 71, Wyoming 45
By BOBBY HALL
Sixth-ranked Memphis State
completed a Metro Conference
sweep of the Mid-South Classic
with a 7145 pounding of Wyo
ming before 10,469 at the MidSouth Coliseum.
There was some question about
who was busier — MSU's free
throw shooters or the Tiger pom
pon girls. The Tigers outscored
the Cowboys from the free throw
line by a stunning 35-3 margin en
route to their secondvictory in as
many nights.
Meanwhile, MSU's all-world
pompon girls were at midcourt
for what seemed like a zillion
times doing precision dance rou
tines during TV timeouts for the
ESPN network. No Tiger partisans
complained about tfie dancing
girls, or the whopping free throw
margin, but the Cowboys weren't
too thrilled with the free throw
imbalance.
Keith Lee, the Tigers' All-Amer
ica forward, poured through 19
points and swooped down 16 re
bounds to go with his 25 points
and 17 rebounds on Friday night
in an 89-74 victory over West Tex
as State. For his awesome efforts,
the 6-10 sophomore was named
the Classic's most valuable player.
About the only thing Lee did
that didn't please MSU coach
Dana Kirk came late in the game
when he forced up a 45-foot shot
as he crossed mid-court. He didn't
make it. Kirk responded to the
wild shot without a smile and
said, "I think he saw A. Maceo Bat
tle coming in for him. I think he
heard the fans. He and I will have
some conversation about the
shot."
Junior forward Bobby Parks
added 19 points for the Tigers in
cluding 15 of 17 from the line.
After the game, Cowboy coach
Jim Brandenburg, who was often
off the bench in the first half com
plaining to officials, refused ex
tensive comment on the night's
developments.
"I don't want to talk to anybody
in Memphis," he fumed.
Kirk noted the foul situation
saying, "A couple of times they
had our players in turtle holds.
You know what a turtle hold is:
They don't let you loose until it
rains or thunders."
Kirk credited MSU's defense for
breaking open the game and
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late stages of the half when free
throw accuracy blew the game
open. The Tigers hit 20 of 26 free
throws in the first 20 minutes
while Wyoming was making only
two of five. The 20-2 advantage
from the line boosted the Tigers
to a 34-22 halftime advantage.
Wyoming didn't score in the fi
nal 3:30 of the first half and saw a
four-point deficit (26-22) mush
room into the fairly comfortable
halftime cushion for the Tigers.
Lee led MSU's scoring in the
first half with 11 points and for
ward Bobby Parks had 10, includ
ing 8 of 9from the free throw line.
Lee also had 11 rebounds for the
half, staking the Tigers to a 22-14
advantage on the boards.

21-44
3-7 31 27 45
Wyoming
!' 22 23 45
Officials - Dale Kelly, Rich Eichhorst, Nolan Fine.

thought the Tiger defense was
best when guards Ricky McCoy
and Andre Turner were in the
game together.
"I thought ourdefense was what
got us a comfortable lead," Kirk
said. "When we put Ricky and An
dre into the lineup, they both an
ticipate well on defense and com
plement one another out there."
Mike Jackson led Wyoming
with 16 points.
The start of the MSU-Wyoming
game was delayed about 15 min
utes to accommodate ESPN which
was televising the game live and
did not end until 11:35 p.m. Dur
ing the wait for the 9:45 p.m. start
Tiger fans noticed some car
ryover excitement from MSU's
football victory over Arkansas
State in the afternoon. T-shirts
proclaiming "Memphis State 12,
Arkansas State 0 — I Was There"
appeared in the crowd. The Tiger
pep band chanted, 24-6-8 Who do
we appreciate? Arkansas State.
Once the basketball game be
gan, the Tigers quickly found out
they were in for a tough, physical
battle. The brawny Cowboys from
the Western Athletic Conference
jumped to a 4-0 lead on layups by
super-quick forward Anthony
Martin.
The game was tied twice before
MSU took the lead 8-6, on a pair of
free throws by guard Phillip
Haynes. MSU, which used several
defensive schemes including a 2-3
zone, couldn't pull away until the

Bobby Parks

MSU 104, Ball State 81

MSU 75, St. Louis 56
By BOBBY HALL
ST. LOUIS — OK, trivia buffs,
remember the date — Dec. 1,1982.
That's when Memphis State final
ly won a basketball game in trou
blesome old Kiel Auditorium.
More important, however, was
the way the fifth-ranked Tigers
demolished scrappy St. Louis, 75Swishing baskets as if the hoops
were as wide as the Gateway Arch
and playing defense as if its na
tional rating depended on it, un
beaten MSU grabbed victory No. 3
and left 4,183 spectators mum
bling words like "tough" and
"awesome" as they left the
building.
"Memphis State deserves to be
ranked where they are," said St.
Louis coach Rich Grawer, who
has pumped new pride and enthu
siasm into the sagging program.
"They've got all the talent in the
world and (Keith) Lee is just
tremendous."
Grawer had just seenthe Tigers,
who came into the game shooting
42 per cent from the field, blister
the Bills (2-1) for 61.5 per cent,
including 68.2 per cent in the first
half when MSU was forging a 3219 halftime lead. The game was a
battle until MSU exploded for a 132 advantage midway of the first
half to overcomean 8-7deficit and
take a commanding 20-10 lead.
After intermission, the Bills of
the Midwestern City Conference
kept fighting, but the best they
could do was get within nine
points, 36-27, of the powerful Ti
gers, defending champs of the
Metro Conference.
Lee, the 6-10 sophomore AilAmerican, led MSU's scoring with
19 points and was a tower of de
fensive strength, blocking six
shots. Sharp-shooting junior
guard Phillip 'Doom' Haynes add
ed 18 points, hitting on a nice as
sortment of jumpers and layups.
Junior forward Bobby Parks tal
lied 13 points, hitting on 6 of 9
from the field, and shared team
rebounding honors with Lee and
freshman forward Baskerville
Holmes with six apiece. Fresh
man guard Andre Turner tossed
in 10 points, sinking 5 of 7 from
the field and added four assists
and three steals in his best effort.
Although it was obvious to ev
eryone, including about 35 Tiger
fans who responded with spirited
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support, that MSU was winning,
the malfunctioning scoreboard
always left some doubt. Only the
units digit on each side was accu
rate, forcing the public address
announcer to say the score after
every basket. For example, when
the game ended, the goofy board
showed MSU winning, 85-06.
The Tigers, who left immediate
ly after the contest by bus for
Memphis, didn't seem very befud
dled by the scoreboard. After fall
ing behind 4-0, MSU didn't panic.
Using their fullcourt zone pressto
set the tempo, the Tigers calmly
executed their offense for highpercentage baskets and never
trailed after Haynes drilled an 18footer with 15:19 remaining in the
first half, for a 9-8 lead.
Center Derrick Phillips, playing
in his hometown, followed with a
free throw and Parks chipped in a
jumper for a 12-8 score. The Bills,
who beat Christian Brothers Col
lege, 7948, earlier here, pulled
within two points on a jumper by
guard Kevin Strozier, but Haynes
answered with a 15-foot bank shot
for a 14-10 lead.
Forcing the tempo, MSU kept
romping as Turner, who replaced
starter RickyMcCoy nine minutes
into the half, swished a 20-footer.
Haynes made it 18-10with a scram
bling shot underneath and Lee
upped the lead to 20-10 when the
Bills were called for goaltending.
"They tore away from us during
that stretch and we just couldn't
turn the tide," said Grawer,

whose Bills will come to Memphis
for a Jan. 6 return match at the
Mid-South Coliseum.
The victory was only MSU's
third over the Bills in St. Louis
and was the first in Kiel,an operahouse kind of arena which SLU is
returning to this season in the
interest of economy and atmo
sphere. The number of times the
Tigers had played in Kiel was un
available, but the 19-point victory
margin was the widest ever for
MSU over St. Louis here. The Ti
gers' two previous victories over
St. Louis in this city came at the
Checkerdome, the home court the
Bills have used in recent seasons.
The widest Tiger victory margin
before Wednesday night was 18
points — last season in an 82-64
win.
"Those guys are tough. This
could really be the team," said St.
Louis resident Wes Westfall, a
member of the 1972-73 team
which finished second nationally
to UCLA here.
Tiger coach Dana Kirk attribut
ed the victory to MSU's defense,
which was aggressive and smart.
Pressing all night, the Tigers
forced 15turnovers while making
only seven. The quick-handed Ti
gers posted 11 steals while St.
Louis was making a mere three.
And when foul trouble developed
for a couple of MSU players, the
Tigers dropped back in an alert 23 zone, which also was effective.
"Our defense was excellent,"
Kirk said. "And our intensity lev
el was pretty good. We were wor
ried about this game because St.
Louis is greatly improved, and
then there was the thing about
not winning in Kiel. But our guys
played awfully smart. We were
very good defensively, and we
shot the lights out ... far better
then we'd been shooting. I feel
good about the way it turned out,
considering it was our first road
game."
The two Tiger freshman, the 5-9
Turner of Mitchell and the 6-7
Holmes of Westwood, played their
best games. Turner added spark to
the running game and Holmes
was impressive on the front line
when Phillips and Parks got in
foul trouble.
"Turner seemed toget us up and
down the floor a lot better than
we'd been doing," Kirk said.

By BOBBY HALL
Memphis State introduced a
"Little Darling" to go withits "Big
Dandy" and other members of the
talented Tiger basketball family
and the pleasure belonged to a
CrOWd Of 10,233 at the Mid-SOUth
Coliseum.
With freshman guard Andre
Turner making his debut as a
starter and the Tigers wearing
out the basket with 64.3 per cent
from the field, fifth-ranked MSU
blew past Ball State, 104-81.
The tiny Turner, who claims to
be 5-10, sparked the torrid attack
that had the five Tiger starters hit
a stunning 71.4 per cent of their
field goals, making 35 of 49. Turner handed out six assists — as did
his 6-10 superstar-buddy Keith
Lee — as MSU's fast-paced, teamstyle play resulted in 26 assists
compared to only 10 for Ball State
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Despite MSU's powerful and im
pressive start, poised Ball State,
which has won the Mid-American
championship the past two sea
sons, fought back and caused
some uneasy moments for the Ti
gers, whose defense left some
thing to be desired all night. By
the late stagesof the first half, the
Cardinals had pulled to within 10
points and MSU was not feeling
comfortable with a 5847 halftime
advantage.
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"Our passing game was awfully
good," gasped Tiger coach Dana
Kirk, "and I love it when it's like
that. When you play basketball
like that, that's when it's really
fun."
Defense? Well, that wasanother
story. This seemed to be a night
designed for exciting offense.
There were several offensive
plays that wereso astoundingthat
it was difficult to decide which
one the crowd liked best. But the
most mind-boggling was one by
Lee, who was leading a fastbreak,
of all things, at the time.
It began when the big AllAmerican from West Memphis
grabbed a rebound off the defensive board and was double-teamed
by Cardinal defenders. He
frowned, asif he were annoyed by
the coverage, spun out of the trap
and dribbled up court. After a
couple of long-striding dribbles,
the graceful giant was on the attacking end of the floor. Suddenly, still atfull speed, he whippeda
back-handed, flick-of-the-wrist
pass through defensive traffic to
Bobby Parks, who easily put the
ball through for a layup. The
crowd went bonkers.
"A play like that is just something that sorta happens sometimes," Lee explained. "I work on
things like that off the court and
sometimes you get a chance to try
it in a game. It was fun." Also,
memorable.
The Tigers, breaking the 100-

"That comeback they made
right before the half scared me to
death," Kirk said. "We don't see
people who shoot from such long
range with such accuracy. They
seem to be looking for the 22 foot
ers whereas we are always look
ing for four or five footers. I was

point mark for the first time in 21
games, pushed their record to 4-0.
Sophomore forward Aaron Price
put the Tigers at the century
mark with a free throw with 53
seconds remaining.
As usual, it was remarkable balance that carried the Tigers,
Parks, the 6-5 forward fromGrand
Junction, led the scoring with 20
points and was followed by junior
guard Phillip 'Doom' Haynes with
18, junior center Derrick Phillips
with 17, Lee with 16 and Turner
10. Lee swept down12 rebounds, a
game high. Parks also contributed five assists,
"Keith Lee is a super talent,"
said Ball State coach A1 Brown,
"There is no question about that,
In fact, they are all outstanding,
Parks and Haynes are very quick
and aggressive. They picked up
the scoring slack. They got bal
ance out of their people and just
played a really super game."
After a sluggish start in the first
couple of minutes, the Tigers
roared to a 33-13 lead midway of
the first half. MSU hit 9 of its first
11 field goal tries and 9 of the first
10 hoops came from in the lane,
thanks to quick layups and quickpassing style for easy buckets,
The Tigers were on top, 25-11, and
hadn't tried but one shot outside
15 feet — that one a swishing
jumper by Haynes.

But even after shooting a fine
54.1 per cent in the first 20 min
utes, Ball State still trailed, main
ly because the Tigers were shoot
ing 68.6 per cent in the first half.
MSU was 17 of 22 from the field in
the first half.
"After scoring 58 points in the
first half, we kind of lost our con
centration," Kirk said. "It seemed
like we started looking at the scor
eboard and were afraid we might
break it. Wereally did play as well
as we could play offensively in
the first half."
In the second half, Ball State
pulled within nine points on four
occasions before a 13-2 outburst
propelled MSU to a comfortable
77-57 lead with 13 minutes left.
The Tigers hit 11 of their first 14
shots to start the second half.
The crowd expressed delight
with young Turner,a former prep
standout at Mitchell High School
for coach Tim Morgan, with sev
eral loud ovations. The first came
on a tricky assist pass for a fastbreak layup to Parks for an 11-6
lead. There was another roar
when he ran down a loose ball,
quickly wheeled around and
popped an 18-footer for a 27-11
lead. While the crowd was still
screaming its delight for the
jumper, Turner promptly sta
tioned himself in front of a fastmoving Cardinal and forced a
charging call.

MSU 64, Kansas 58
Game 7

By "&OBBY HALL
Staff Reporter

LAWRENCE, Kan. —The roof of
Allen Field House fell in on Memphis State's basketball team in full
view of 13,125 witnesses. Amazingly, the battling Tigers not only
survived the direct hit, they
danced happily out of this college
town with their seventh consecutive victory and their No. 3 national ranking held high in
sweaty palms.
In a see-it-to-believe-it special,
unbeaten Memphis State simply
refused to be beaten and outlasted
the University of Kansas, 64-58. It
was a classic escape that would
have made a lifer at nearby Leaven worth Prison proud.
Consider that Ail-American
sophomore Keith Lee was only 3of-17 from the field, that junior
guard Phillip 'Doom' Haynes only
played 17 minutes because of foul
trouble, that MSU had 19 turnovers and only three assists. After
storming to a 41-24 half time lead,
the Tigers only scored seven
points in the first 14:27 of the second half and found themselves in
a 48-48 deadlock with 5:56
remaining.
So after those kind of nightmares — yet still managing to win
in what is known to be a terribly
tough place to play — the Tigers
might even claim they deserve a
higher ranking than the one
they ve got. A lesser team might
have collapsed.
Any way you look at it, this was
a good win for us," a happy Tiger
coach Dana Kirk said. "We had a
chance to blow 'em away, then we
came out in the second half and
started fumbling around and losing control." With a reference to
the nationally known glue product Kirk sighed, "Elmer wouldn't
have been very proud of us today.
We didn t have enough stick-um
0Ti?Urf
g rS
t l ','c
The first half was mind-bogglmg enough. Haynes, the Tigers'
zone buster, was whistled for
three fouls and only played seven
minutes. Lee who was smothered
by a Jay hawk zone went 3 for 11.
Yet, the Tigers led at intermission, 41-24 thanks to an explosive
outburst of 11 unanswered points
..!•ln,I
•
For 17 or 18 minutes we played
pretty well, Kirk said.
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The guy who came through
when the big guns were fizzling
was super-quick freshman guard
Andre Turner. The 5-10 play
maker from Mitchell High School
fired up six jumpers in the first 20
minutes and swished them. Lee
matched Turner's 12-point output
thanks to six-for-seven shooting
from the foul line,
"I just happened to be open
against the zone Kansas was using," Turner said. "I felt like I had
my rhythm soI just took the shots,
We aren't set up for our point
guard to have to score a lot of
points, but if I've got the shot, I'm
supposed to take it."
The Tigers (7-0) shot 51.6 per
cent in the first half while their
fullcourt pressure defense was
rattling the Jayhawks, who hit
only 30.7from the field in the first
20 minutes,
But in the dressing room at halt
time, the Jayhawks (5-2) apparently had some serious discussions. "We made up our minds to
g,» out and play in the second
half," said Kelly Knight, Kansas'
6"8- 240-pound warhorse of a center. "We gave them way too much
credit in the first half . . . maybe
because of their ranking. At halftime we decided that they really
weren't that much better than we
were "
When the second half began
the Tigers seemed to be in a fog
And, Kansas, well the Jayhawks
were barnstorming the hoop from
all over the place. The Tigers, because of foul trouble, had dropped

back into a 2-3 zone, and KU was
loving it, busting long-range
jumpers.
Memphis State didn't tally a
point in the second half until cen
ter Derrick Phillips canned a free
throw with 15:56 remaining. KU
scored the first nine points of the
half and had outscored the Tigers,
15-1, before MSU finally scored a
field goal — an inside job by Phil
lips — with 14:01 left. The Tigers'
drouth would have made a sum
mer on the Kansas plains seem
mild.
In an attempt to break KU's mo
mentum, Kirk called two ti
meouts. He ordered the "Fist"
spread offense, which the Tigers
haven't needed much this season,
and it backfired and sputtered
some. Suddenly the crowd, which
had been rather quiet, turned the
arena into a thunderstorm of
noise.
"The only thing that was keep
ing us in it was our defense,"Kirk
said. "When the crowd got into
the game, we tried tospread it out
and it helped. We played well me
chanically, but we couldn't
convert."
With 5:56 remaining, the Jay
hawks, seven-time winners of the
Big 8 Conference title and the
owners of one national title,
pulled even at 48-all on a free
throw by Knight. That's when the
Tigers got tough.
Haynes, who'd picked up his
fourth foul early in the half and
retired to the bench, came back in
and MSU was ready to fight it out.
The Tigers popped the next
eight points. First it was a free
throw by forward Bobby Parks
with 5:32, then afree toss by Turn
er at 4:51 for a 50-48 lead. Kansas
forced up a couple of wild jump
ers against MSU's zone, allowing
the Tigers some extra opportuni
ties, and with 3:24 Haynes drove
the lane out of the spread for a
layup and a 52-48 lead.
Some more wild shots by the
Jayhawks followed and with 2:34
the calm Haynes pitched in two
more free throws for a 54-48 ad
vantage. Working out of the
spread and drawing fouls, MSU
made it 56-48 on two free throws
by Lee with 1:45. By the time Kan
sas ended its four-minute drouth
with two Knightfree throws, only
1:26 remained and the Jayhawks'
trailing 56-50, were finished.

MSU 81, So. Mississippi 60
By BOBBY HALL
Welcome, Southern Mississippi,
to the real Metro Conferance, but
have a Merry Christmas
regardless.
It appeared that might have
been the message from defending
champion Memphis State as the
fourth-ranked Tigers overpowered the Golden Eagles, 81-60, behind an awesome 30-point effort
by Ail-American forward Keith
Lee.
Pushing its record to 8-0, MSU
burned Southern (6-3) with 64.4
per cent shooting from the field,
outrebounded the Eagles, 32-19,
and outscored them from the free
throw line, 23-4, in a convincing
display.
"I think they played awfully
well," said USM coach M.K. Turk.
Tiger coach Dana Kirk and a capacity crowd Of 11,200 at the MidSouth Coliseum undoubtedly
agreed with him except for a coupie of shaky moments early in the
second half.
Yet when the thorough whipping was finished, Lee and playmaking point guard Andre Turner were among the first to
embrace Eagle players — especially Memphian Curtis Green —
for a friendly chat and extend
best wishes for the remainder of
the season.
Lee, the 6-10 sophomore who
had been in something of a shooting slump lately, blazed out of the
trouble with 8 for 11 from the
field and 14 of 15 from the free
throw line. The dominating performance, which came despite
constant defensive pressure from
Southern, matched his career
high as a Tiger. He had 30 twice as
a freshman.
"I was a little pleased with this
one (game) tonight," Lee said.
"I'd been working hard lately to
get my shot to falling again and I
plan to keep working."
The loss dropped Southern, a
first-year member of the Metro, to
1-2 in league action. USM had
opened with a 50-48 Metro victory
over Tulane at home, then
dropped a designated conference
game to Arkansas, 64-62, at Pine
Bluff. But this was the first real
exposure to Metro life on the
road.
Memphis State got outstanding
efforts again from junior forward
Bobby Parks and freshman point
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§uard Turner. Parks, who should
qualify as "all-world" in the ranks
°*. unheralded greats, finished
with 16 points (7 of 10 from the
fleld) and yanked down nine rebounds, converting many of them
*nt0 fast-break buckets,
The 5"10 Turner pitched in 14
points (6 of 8 from the field) and
bad five assists and five steals in
bis all-night confrontation with
former Mitchell High school
teammate Green. Green led a balanced USM attack with 18 points,
MSU, which was making its Metro debut, opened an 8-2 lead as
Parks ignited a couple of early
fast breaks with his high-kick rebounding and fast outlet passing,
Southern surged back with eight
unanswered points to lead, 10-8,
including a sensational tip-slam
follow-up by Green. Suddenly it
seemed that the national picker
who'd made MSU a 13-point favorite bad been dipping in the eggn°g too often.
But Mr. Lee and his buddies
didn't shake easily. The Tigers
were leading by a single point, 171<5> when the breakaway began,
MSU exploded for 12 unanswered
points. The rattled Eagles never
recovered and with 3:12 remaining in the half MSU was up by 17
— 37-20 — en route to a 38-24 halftime lead. Remarkably, Lee
scored MSU's last 11 points of the

half, with nine of them coming on
free throws.
"Obviously, we must learn not
to foul so much," said Southern's
Turk, in a tongue-in-cheek re
mark with a overtone that indi
cated he wasn't too thrilled with
the refs. "We simply must learn to
play aggressively and not foul."
MSU made 23 of 25 from the line
while USM was hitting only four
of nine. The Eagles were whistled
for 19 fouls and the Tigers for 15.
In the second half, Southern
pulled within eight points five
times in the first 10 minutes be
fore the Tigers put together a
showtime finish which included
a fancy slam by Parks, followed by
a midair tipin. The captain from
Grand Junction got a standing
ovation when he left the game
with 2:42 remaining. Probably the
most exciting play of the night
came with 90 seconds left when
Bubba Luckett whipped a pass to
freshman Baskerville Holmes off
a fast break for a powerful slam
dunk.
The victory extended Memphis
State's homecourt winning streak
to 24 games and moved MSU with
in one victory of its best start
ever. The 1955-56 team opened
with a 9-0 mark.

MSU 63, Ole Miss 58
throws to cut the Tigers' lead to
35-28. Kirk ordered the "Fist"
(spread) offense immediately.
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By BOBBY HALL
Staff Reporter

OXFORD, Miss. — When Ole
Miss basketball coach Lee Hunt
said, "in terms of pure talent, I
think Memphis State should be
the No.1 ranked team in thecountry " he apparently wasn't whistlin DlXle.
The second-ranked Tigers reinforced the Rebel coach's opinion
with a 63-58 victory in C. M. 'Tad'
Smith Coliseum. And Keith Lee,
the MSU Ail-American forward,
didn't play for a fourth of the
game because of foul trouble.
"I still think they're very, very
good," said Hunt, the first-year
Rebel coach who was a former
assistant at MSU. "And I'm more
impressed than ever witn that littie guy Andre Turner. That kid is
something to behold."
It was the 5-10 Turner who di
rected MSU's spread offense in
the second half and helped turn a
revised game plan into victory
No. 9 for the unbeaten Tigers,
matching their best start in history (9-0 in 1955). Turner finished
with 16 points and 5 assists to
spark MSU's balanced attack.
Junior forward Bobby Parks
was sensational, as usual, with 17
points and 5rebounds, hitting 5 of
9 from the field and 7 of 10 free
throws. Lee, despite foul trouble,
finished with 12 points and 7 rebounds and junior center Derrick
Phillips was strong underneath
with 12 points and 7 rebounds.
An overflow crowd of 8,677,
which got downright rowdy at
times in protest of the work of the
officials, and a Mid-South television audience watched.
Twice Hunt went to the public
address microphone and asked
fans not to throw ice on the floor.
Later the PA man reminded fans
again not to throw things.
Senior guard-forward Carlos
Clark led all scorers with 22
points, despite the dogged defensive pressure of Parks. But few of
Clark's points came while the Tigers were in their man-to-man defense. He got most of them when
MSU dropped back into a zone later in the game.
For the first 10minutes, this battie of blood-rivals was a war. Actually, it never was peaceful all
night. If the defense of the new
Ole Miss football coach plays as
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tough as the Tigers and Rebs did
in basketball, fans here can expect some shutouts, complete
with lots of bandages,
"I told our players to stay in the
game with defense," Tiger coach
Dana Kirk said. "Our man-to-man
defense was the difference. Parks
got all over Clark. I don't know of
anybody anywhere who could
play him that tough."
Relying on the tough defense
which held Ole Miss to26 per cent
from the field inthe first half, the
Tigers pulled away for a 27-19
halftime lead, thanks to a 56 per
cent shooting performance of
their own. A burst of seven unanswered points pushed the Tigers
from an 8-6 deficit to a 13-8 lead
with 7:40 remaining in the rockem-sock-em first half. The Tigers
gradually .opened several eightpoint leads towards the end of the
half, but trouble loomed because
both Turner and Lee had three
fouls by intermission.
"We had to make some decisions
coming out in the second half,"
Kirk said. "We were concerned
because of the foul situation with
Turner and Lee.But we decided to
go with both of them."
The major scare for about 300
Tiger fans who managed to get
tickets to this sold-out battle came
with 13:59 remaining. That's
when Lee got foul No. 4 and settied to the bench as Memphian
Eric Laird, who finished with 16
points, was canning two free

And that's what the Tigers did
to drop the Rebels to 7-2 and break
their six-game winning streak.
With Turner penetrating the mid
dle and kicking off timely passes
to Parks and Phillips, the Tigers
not only protected their lead but
stretched it to solid 11-point mar
gins several times at the middle
stages of the second half.
"Another guy who really de
serves credit is Derrick Phillips,"
Kirk said. "When Keith went out,
Derrick really took over and was
really a dominating force for us
inside." Phillips scored MSU's
first six points after Lee went out
in the second half, working the
baseline and taking smart passes
from Turner for power plays.
And then there was Baskerville
Holmes, the 6-7 freshman from
Westwood who also came in dur
ing the time Lee was riding the
bench. Holmes failed to score in
his 13 minutes of play, but his
soaring effort to block an appar
ent dunk by Laird was an awe
some move with 10 minutes left.
What was Lee thinking when he
went to the bench and watched?
"Hey, I know those guys can
play," the big guy said. "I wasn't
worried about losing." Lee finally
returned with 4:27 to go and MSU
riding a 55-43 margin.
"If it had ever gotten to a two-or
three-point game earlier, we'd
have put Keith back in there,"
Kirk said. "We wanted him for
our 'last roundup.' You always
want your leading cowboy ready
for the roundup."
No roundup was necessary al
though MSU failed to score in the
final two minutes and saw its 10point lead slip away to three with
three seconds remaining.

MSU 103, Baltimore 57
By BOBBY HALL
Baltimore's Super Bees stirred
up a hornet's nest at the MidSouth Coliseum. After 15 minutes
of basketball, the pesky Bees were
within only three points of second-ranked Memphis State.
Then, almostas if theTigers saw
a vision of Chaminade, explosive
MSU outscored Baltimore, 354,
and made the rest of the night a
laugher en route to a 103-57
Victory.
The real fun for a crowd of
10,985 was saved until the end
when MSU's reserves, who take
pride in their nickname of the
"Blue Dogs," supplied the finishing touches to the unbeaten Tigers' 10th victory of the season.
The triumph extended MSU's homecourt winning streak to 25
games and propelled the Tigers to
their best start in history.
Junior forward Bobby Parks,
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a surge of 14 unanswered
nnint<! for a 14-7 lpad in thp first
minutes, MSU piddled
around on defense and saw the
SuPer BeeS make a game out of **•
Thoughts of little Chaminade's 7772 uPset of previously top-ranked
Vir^nia ca™e t0 mind" *ith 4:59
remaining in the first half and

But there was a new name
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forward Aaron Price rammed

through 10 points in only eight
minutes with his wildly aggressive style. Asked it was his career
high, Price gulped, "How many
did I get?" When told it was10, he
declared, "That's gotta be it." Actually, it was within two points of
his season total last year and
twice as many points as he'd
scored this season.
It was such a fun night for the
Tigers that crowd-favorite reserve Tony Hubbard, a junior who
hadn't scored all season and was
redshirted last year, tallied four
points — only three shy of his
career total. Each of his two baskets was greeted with yells usually reserved for a Metro Conference championship.
"Who wouldn't be happy?" a delighted Hubbard gasped.
For much of the first half, the
Tigers seemed to beexperiencing
the post-holiday blahs. After us-

ing

four

Dana Kirk had seenenough of the

-">d called time

"i don't think you could put
what I said in the newspaper,"
Kirk said. "Same thing goes for
the second half. We had a pretty
good session and got some things
straightened out."
Obviously so. The Tigers pulled
away to a 40-29 halftime advan*a§e and came back at the start of
the second half as if their nationa^ ranking depended on it. With
freshman guard Andre Turner
sparking the fastbreaking offense
and MSU stealing passes and forcing turnovers with its fullcourt
press, the Tigers blew to a 25-2
advantage for a 65-31 lead in the
first six minutesof the half. In the
second half, the Tigers dominated
ihe scoring, 63-28.
The only unfortunate development in the second half was when
a Tiger pompon girl, Linda Boswell, sprained an ankle during
one °f the group's colorful rou

tines and had to be helped off the
floor.
"We needed a game like this
very badly," Kirk said. "We'd
played under some real pressure
lately in a couple of tough games.
This one allowed players to ex
press themselves and have some
fun."
It wasn't quite as much fun for
the Super Bees (2-5) of the ECAC
league and theircoach, Frank Szymanski. Guard Jeff Churchwell
led the outmanned Bees, whose
tallest starters were 6-7, with 20
points. The Tiger pressure rattled
Baltimore so badly in the second
half that the Bees made 19
turnovers.
"You can't keep a great team
like that under control for 40 min
utes," Szymanski said. "Memphis
State is really good. They might be
a little suspect on depth, but
they've got great floor balance.
All over the country people are
talking about Keith Lee, but this
is no one-man team. I see every
body they've got busting their
rear end on defense. Dana does a
great job of coaching pressure de
fense and he doesn't get enough
credit. Their press reminds me of
some of the presses UCLA used to
have.
"We played Virginia and Ralph
Sampson last year. Dana's got a
team that's as strong, if not stron
ger, than Virginia was last year. I
think Memphis State can go all
the way. I really do."
The Blue Dogs, whose nickname
comes because they wear blue jer
seys in practice, played like they
were in the national finals. Even
Jeff Ellis, the freshman defensive
end on the Tiger football team,
got into action and resembled a
bull as he snatched three re
bounds in three minutes. At 6-6
and 235 pounds, nobody got in his
way.
"Us Blue Dogs are the guys who
make the first team work in prac
tice," said Price, the former team
mate of Lee at West Memphis. "We
do anything we can to push the
guys in practice in white jerseys.
And when we get to play in a real
game, we really like to show what
we've got." MSU hit 59.4 per cent
from the field and Tiger starters
made 29 of 46 attempts.

MSU 78, St. Louis 64
By BOBBY HALL
Freshman Andre Turner, the
"Little General" in Memphis
State's five-star attack, teamed
with Ail-American forward Keith
Lee to propel the Tigers to a 78-64
victory over St. Louis at the MidSouth Coliseum.
"We didn't play our best," said
MSU coach Dana Kirk. But the Ti
gers and a capacity crowd of
11,200 didn't hesitate toaccept the
victory — the 26th in a row at
home and the 11th of the season
for the Tigers.
Turner, the 5-10 guard from
Mitchell High School, poured
through 19 points for his colle
giate high and put some superquick zip in MSU's running game.
Lee, the 6-10 junior from West
Memphis, tossed in 16 points,
pulled down 14rebounds, blocked
four shots and handed out three
assists.
However, Andre Craig, the 6-10
center for the Bills,emerged with
scoring and rebounding honors
despite sitting out 10 minutes
with foul trouble. Craig finished
with 21 points, including 19in the
second half, and worked the
boards for 15 rebounds.
After the loss Craig went to the
Tigers dressing room. "I just
wanted to congratulate them,"
Craig said. "When a team has as
much talent as they do and uses it
well, all you can do is congratu
late them."
The Bills, who improved their
margin of loss following a 75-56
defeat by MSU previously in St.
Louis, came out gunning and
quickly got the Tigers' attention.
St. Louis drilled its first six shots
with guard Luther Burden swish
ing the first three buckets. Sud
denly, the Bills had leads of 10-4
and 12-6.
"They came out shooting from
the hip and they were hot," Kirk
said. "I was afraid of something
like that because they're using a
different lineup and have new
confidence. It looked rather bleak
for a minute or two, but I felt like
our pressure would get us back in
the game. And it did. Our press
had them shaky."
The Tigers did storm back with
eight unanswered points for a 1412 lead. Turner provided the
spark with two baskets— one ona
20-foot jumper and another on a
solo layup after Lee had rejecteda
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Bills' attempt. St. Louis tied it at
14-all, but the Tigers regained
control when Lee canned a pair of
jumpers and Turner followed
with a fastbreak basket after a
steal for a 20-14 lead midway of
the period.
"That little guy Turner was the
difference in thegame," said Rich
Grawer, the St. Louis coach. "He's
really improved a lot since the
first game."
By halftime Turner had 15
points, hitting on 7 of 11from the
field, and Lee had 12 points as the
Tigers hit 61.8 per cent from the
field in the first 20 minutes. The
Tigers led, 43-29, at halftime after
Turner and Lee continued their
teamwork in the late stages of the
half for layups and easy jumpers.
Aside from MSU's hot shooting
and aggressive defense, the big
problem for the Billikens was the
foul trouble for Craig. He collect
ed two fouls within 12 seconds
early in the half and was benched
for six minutes. When he left, St.
Louis had a 12-6 lead. While he
was out, the Tigers came alive
with a 14-2 burst.
After intermission Parks fur
nished the quick momentum for
MSU. His two alert follows for
buckets got the Tigers' first two
scores of the half and a 47-30 lead.
Parks, who had helped with
MSU's breakaway in the first half
with three steals, finished with 11
points and four steals.
The Tigers were never in foul

trouble in the second half. They
led by 19 points (59-40) with 13
minutes remaining. With Craig
firing through points, St. Louis
did pull to within10 points (74-64)
in the final minute.
The Tigers' aggressive press fig
ured in 19 St. Louis turnovers.
Forward Daryl Anderson, who
came off the bench, had 13 points
for the Bills and sharpshooting
guard Kevin Williams tossed in10
points.
"We got control of the game
with our press," said Kirk. "A lot
of people get the wrong idea and
say you can only control the game
on offense. But you can actually
control the game on defense like
we did tonight. Our problem was
that we didn't convert enough off
the press. We forced turnovers
but didn't convert on our end of
the floor."
Free throw shooting wasn't as
significant as it has been in some
Tiger home games this season.
MSU got only nine attempts and
made only eight of them while St.
Louis was getting eight tries and
making only four.
The victory continued Memphis
State's best start in the history of
the school. It was the fourth con
secutive triumph by MSU over St.
Louis, which for many seasons
has been a jinx for the Tigers.

Andre Turner

Virginia Tech 69, MSU 56
By BOBBY HALL
Staff Reporter

BLACKSBURG, Va. — When the
clock struck midnight, Memphis
State was still No. 1, but the Tigers
really didn't feel like celebrating.
Instead, they had to wrestle with
the reality of a 69-56 loss to in
spired Virginia Tech on what
could have been a day of days for
MSU.
And when the nightmare for
the Tigers was finally over, it was
the euphoric Hokies who were
cutting down the netsand bellow
ing "We're No. 1," much to the
delight of a capacity crowd of
10,000 in Cassell Coliseum.
MSU, a team which earlier in
the day had been hailed as the
nation's No. 1 team by United
Press International, experienced
the horror of 22 turnovers and a
42.9 per cent effort from the free
throw line. The result for the pre
vious unbeaten Tigers, now 11-1,
was agony and frustration.
"Twenty-two turnovers . .. that
was the difference," said Tiger
coach Dana Kirk. "Virginia Tech
played extremely well and de
served to win. We were beaten by
a good basketball team."
The Hokies, who have roared to
a 13-1 record, won despite hitting
only 37.7 per cent from the field.
But thanks to a superb 21-point
effort from reserve guard Reggie
Steppe, who canned 15 of 17 shots
from the free throw line, Tech
was able to drop the Tigers to 1-1
in league play while Tech im
proved to 2-0.
MSU, which has often feasted on
free throw imbalances at home in
the Mid-South Coliseum, exper
ienced the opposite this time, be
ing outscored from the line, 29-6.
And it was early foul trouble for
Tiger Ail-American forward
Keith Lee that directed the 6-10
sophomore to his worst scoring
total as a collegian. He had only
six points, including 2-of-13 from
the field, in his 25 minutes of play
ing time.
"It was just one of those games,"
said Lee, who collected three
fouls in the first six minutes and
spent the rest of the first half on
the bench."When I went back in, I
just tried to do the best I could."
The Hokies were primed for the
upset, knowing the Tigers were
the only top-ranked team ever to
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play in Cassell in the 22-year his
tory of the building.The noise the
crowd made was comparable to
LSU fans for a football game with
Ole Miss in Baton Rouge.
Despite Tech's readiness to
spring the upset trap, MSUsurged
to an early lead and was on top 158 when Lee collected foul No. 3.
MSU pushed its lead to 17-10 sec
onds later on a bucket by junior
forward Bobby Parks. Then with
the seven-point lead, Kirk or
dered the spread offense with
12:25 left in the half. The strategy
worked for one basket, a layup off
the baseline by center Derrick
Phillips for a 19-10 lead, but three
turnovers followed. With 8:06 re
maining, Tech had pulled to with
in a single point, 19-18.
"We were trying to take the
crowd out of the game," Kirk
explained.
But with the spread sputtering
and the Tigers breaking their
own momentum, MSU went back
to its regular style of offense and
opened a 21-18 lead on a basket
underneath by Phillips with 7:50.
And then MSU went ice-cold, fail
ing to score for five minutes.
Meanwhile, Tech, being sparked
by the cat-quick Steppe, was reel
ing off 10 unanswered points en
route to a 33-28 halftime lead.
Steppe got 11 of his points in the
first half and the Tigers made 12
of their turnovers in the first
half.
After intermission Tech's lead
was 39-32 when the Tigers coura

geously fought back with a break
away of 10 unanswered points of
their own. Parks, who finished
with 21 points and nine rebounas
sparked the comeback as MSU
bolted to a 42-39 lead with 12:30
remaining.
For the next four minutes it was
a war, with the score tied twice
before a tipin by Hokie forward
Perry Young put Tech ahead to
stay, 48-46. Center Bobby Beecher,
who finished with 12 points, hit a
free throw for a 4946 lead and
Steppe followed with a pair of free
throws making it a 5146 game.
The closest the Tigers could get
after that wasfour points, 5147, as
the Hokies went into a spread of
their own with about five min
utes left. Tech was deadly from
the line, and the Tigers had to
foul.
The crowd, which had throwna
half dozen rolls of toilet tissue on
the floor in pregame bedlam,soon
was going bonkers and chanting
"Reggie, Reggie." And the Tigers
were beaten. When the game was
over, hundreds of fans stormed
onto the floor in delightful cele
bration of the grandest Tech vic
tory since, who knows when.
"I've had a team play better, but
never harder than we did to
night," said Tech coach Charles
Moir. "Our effort was simply magnificant. Memphis State is an ex
cellent team; there is no question
about that. They deserve to be
ranked in the Top 10."
Phillips supported Parks' scor
ing for the Tigers with 17 points.
Guard Dell Curry pitched in 16
points in a solid effort for the Ho
kies. Much of the credit for the
defensive job done on MSU's Lee
went to Tech's6-6 freshman Keith
Colbert, who dogged the Tiger big
man all night. As Colbert raced
back to the dressing room, follow
ing a curtain call for the entire
Tech squad at midcourt, he ex
claimed, "Shut him down ...shut
him down," as he dashed past
MSU's closed locker room door.
Kirk said that when Lee got in
foul trouble "it definitely hurt us,
particularly on defense. It took us
out of our defensive plan. And it's
always harder to play when
you've got foul problems."

MSU 80, Cincinnati 63
By BOBBY HALL
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CINCINNATI-"Welcome back,
Tigers," a beaming coach Dana
Kirk gasped. And what a determined breed of cat Memphis State
was Saturday night in Riverfront
Coliseum.
With an overpowering display
of ability, the Tigers, who were
favored by only five points, blew
out Cincinnati, 80-63 in as one-sided a Metro Conference basketball
game as 10,864 spectators would
ever want to sit through.
After we got beat by Virginia
Tech, we said we were going to
take it out on Cincinnati," said
sophomore guard Ricky McCoy.
"Looks like we did, wouldn't you
Say?"
Strongman center Derrick Phillips, who scored 18 points and
didn't miss from the field in six
tries, smiled and gulped, "We
needed to get back on the right
track, and what a way this was to
get back on the right track."
Probably the happiest Tiger of
all was junior guard Phillip
Doom' Haynes, who gunned his
way out of a slump with a season™SLcv J>01^lS' breakin§ a fivegame skid without scoring in doublei figures. I knew it wouldn't
last forever," said Haynes.
On this night filled with snow
flurries outside, the red-hot Tifreom a° 69 56 1osasCk convincingly
mqtt 1-7 i f,
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season and 2-1
in Metro action, was downright
uncanny at times and left the
Bearcats (8-7,0-3) in a trail of boos
from tbe largest
crnwrt toe
crowd to see a game in Riverfront
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in trouble with this being their
8
next game"
Trouble wasn't the word for it
With seven minutes remainfng
the Tigers were on top by 28
points — 65-37.The Bearcats made
the final score a little more re
spectable by getting nolnts
against MSU reserves who^laved
the last couple of minutes 7
®ef°re the game, Badger said,
For the rest of the year our attitude is going to be 'We're in a war
and the other guys are goi^?o
pay for it."' For the firlt efah?
minutes, it was a war The score
was tied seventimes [hefasttime
at 15-15. But the toughest warrior
Was Haynes-the 6-3 bankshot artlst from Northside High School

Haynes scored 14 of MSU's first 20
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Wr said "I really feel sorry
for our guys.When Memphis State
got beat the other night at Virginia Tech, I was afraid we might be

the
('SyTCiU
seemingly was in control with a
27-19 lead before the BeSats
pulled back to within four poiSm

(31-27) as forward Myron Hughes
hit three straight hoops.
The excellence which led MSU
to a 36-29 halftime lead wasn't all
Haynes, though, despite his 16
points in the first 20 minutes. AllAmerican forward Keith Lee
pitched in 12 of his 16-point total
for the game in the first half and
pulled down 8 of his 12 rebounds
before intermission. The big guy
also was performing as an intimidator on defense, blocking a cou
ple of shots. At halftime, Bearcat
center Dwight 'Jelly' Jones, the
backbone of the Cincinnati team,
was only 1-10 from the field with
three points. Jones finished with
6-of-23 for 14 points and had 14
rebounds.
"Doom came out and played the
way we know he can," Lee said.
"We played tough defense. We
had a pretty good ball game."
Tiger captain Bobby Parks pro
vided an earlyspark in thesecond
half with a pair of steals off the
fullcourt press. McCoy came in
and gave some steady direction of
the offense and Phillips began
breaking loose for short jumpers.
The 6-9 Phillips sank 15 of his
points in thesecond half. Thefastpaced action of the second half
also resulted in three awesome
dunks by the Tigers. One was a
two-handed over-the-head stuff
by Lee on a lob from McCoy. Phil
lips crammed one on a toss from
freshman Baskerville Holmes
then Holmes got a dunk on a per
fect lob from freshman guard An
dre Turner.
"I was extremely pleased with
the way we played, especially on
defense," said Kirk, who ordered
fullcourt pressure most of the
game and kept the Bearcats off
balance under their basket with
alternating schemes of man-to
man and a 2-3 zone. "Our press
made Cincinnati force some
shots. Doom and Keith got us go
ing early and when we got back
into our rhythm, things went
pretty well for us."

MSU 100, Delta State 62
By BOBBY HALL
Delta State's little men in green
weren't exactly out of this world
last night at the Mid-South Colise
um. Nor was Memphis State. But
the Tigers, as expected, easily
won the college basketball mis
match, 100-62.
"It was a pretty good workout
for us," said Keith Lee, the Tigers'
Ail-American forward who
poured through 29 points, gath
ered 13 rebounds and blocked
four shots. "They're quick little
guys and they ran around us
some. I'd rather play bigger
people."
The Statesmen, a Division 2
member of the Gulf South Confer
ence, were a pesky bunch, par
ticularly in the first half with
their spread offense and quickfooted manuevering. After storm
ing to a 10-2 lead and being up by
19 points (45-26) with two minutes
left in the half, the third-ranked
Tigers suddenly saw their lead
slip to 11 (45-34) at halftime.
"I was pleased with what our
kids did in the first half," said Mel
Hankinson, the Delta State coach.
"We did everything we had to do
to stay in the game. But in the
second half, Keith Lee decided to
get into the action and all of a
sudden he was everywhere on
both ends of the floor."
Mostly it was a ho-hum sort of
night for the crowd of 10,668 as
the Tigers pushed their record to
13-1 and racked up their 27th con
secutive victory at home. Delta
State, ranked 16th in Division 2,
fell to 10-5.
As MSU players huddled before
the opening tipoff, a fan behind
the Tiger bench already was yell
ing, "blow 'em out." The Tigers
got the message,hitting their first
four shots with guard Phillip
'Doom' Haynes popping two quick
ones. The Statesmen from Cleve
land, Miss., didn't panic and kept
running their offense and didn't
appear to be rattled when Lee
took a lob from Ricky McCoy and
slammed through a dunk for a 2814 Tiger lead. A dunk follow by
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forward Bobby Parks produced a
43-24 lead.
Spunky Delta State, which sub
stitutes by platoons, kept battling
back and in the final seconds of
the half another Tiger fan near
the bench was yelling, "Don't let
'em get too close."
"We got a little ragged late in
the first half and I became a little
concerned," said Tiger coach
Dana Kirk. "But we made a pretty
good run early in the second half
and we were in pretty good
shape."
Although the outcome never
was in doubt after the first couple
of minutes of the second half — if
then — Kirk picked up his first
technical foul of the season with
7:24 remaining and the Tigers
leading, 70-46. Referee Sonny
Holmes whistled the technical
after continued verbal badgering
from Kirk during a timeout.
"That might be the biggest mar
gin on the scoreboard that I've
ever had a technical," a smiling
Kirk said after the game. "I want
ed to make sure there was at least
one good call before the night was
over."

The fun part of the nonconference game didn't really get start
ed until the late stages. That's
when the Tiger "Blue Dog" re
serves, led by senior guard Bubba
Luckett, put on a spirited show
that resulted in bodies from both
teams doing a lot of bouncing on
the floor.
Luckett, a 6-2 veteran from
Christian Brothers, tallied a ca
reer-high 13 points, including 11
straight MSU points at one
stretch. He also pitched in the
layup with nine seconds remain
ing that made it a 100-point night
for the Tigers for the third time
this season.
"It was really enjoyable for me,"
said Luckett, whose previous best
night was a12-point effort lastsea
son. "I felt like I stunk up the
place the few minutes I played in
the first half, but in the second
half I felt like everything that left
my hand was going in. It's really
nice to be able to do a little some
thing ona team asgood as this one
... to be a part of a good team
means a lot to me."
The work of the 'Blue Dogs' also
included the first two points as a
collegian for freshman forward
Jeff Ellis, who joined the basket
ball team after playing defensive
end on the MSU football team. His
first point came with 30 seconds
left on a high-arching free throw
that banked into the basket after
hitting the backboard with a
brick-like thud.
"I banked it inon purpose," said
the 6-6, 235-pound Ellis, who
laughed and glanced at the Tiger
bench before swishing the second
shot. "Ifigured if I tried to bank it,
if I missed it, the ball might come
back toward me and I'd have an
ther chance if I could get the
rebound."
Trailing Lee'sscoring for theTi
gers was Haynes with 18, Parks
with 16and Luckett with 13. Parks
assisted Lee in rebounding with
12 as the tall Tigers outrebounded
the Statesmen, 48-26. DSU's tallest
starters were 6-7.

The scenes of Memphis State basket
ball: At far left, Keith Lee scrambles for
a loose ball; Top, Andre Turner, Bobby
Parks, Phillip Haynes and Derrick Phil
lips during a break in action; Left,
Haynes goes for a layup; Right, Turner
congratulates Lee; Bottom, the MSU
pompon squad performs.

It's Basketball —
Memphis State Style

MSU 57, N. Carolina St. 53
By BOBBY HALL
RALEIGH, N.C. — When the
military color guard came out for
the National Anthem wearing
camouflage fatigues, Memphis
State knew it was in for a war here
against North Carolina State. And
the Tigers won it with a grenade
right out of their own "Fist."
A driving layup by guard Phillip
'Doom' Haynes ricocheted off a
couple of Wolfpack hands and fell
through the hoop with 48seconds
left, providing MSU with the deci
sive basket in a 57-53 victory.
The score was tied at 53-53 with
1:40 remaining, MSU called time
out and went toits spread offense,
known to the Tigers as their
"Fist." Earlier it had fizzled, but it
was time to try it again.
"We were trying to run some
time off the clock," said Haynes,
the 6-3 junior from Northside,"and we wanted to get a good
shot ... a layup."
First freshman guard Andre
Turner controlled the ball for a
few seconds, toying with theWolfpack defense. Then junior for
ward Bobby Parks moved over
into the center-court control spot
and threatened to drive. But then
he pitched the ball to Haynes,
who moved into the middle to
challenge defender Ernie Myers.
"I stuck my head to the right
and Ernie jumped over that way,"
Haynes said. "The left was wide
open. As I drove, I saw they (de
fenders) weren't quite in front of
me, so Idecided to go all the way."
Suddenly Thurl Bailey, the
Wolfpack's 6-11 forward, and 6-7
Lorenzo Charles converged on
the flying Haynes as he pitched
up the shot. "I think Bailey got a
hand on it, but I knew if he didn't
touch it, it would be in the bas
ket," Haynes said.
Well, did Bailey touch it or not?
"I blocked it, nodoubt about it,"
Bailey said. "But Lorenzo got a
hand on it a split second later and
the ball flipped into thebasket." A
glum Charles added,"I got a hand
on it and I'm afraid I deflected it
into the basket. That never hap
pened to me before."
However it went in, the field
goal gave the Tigers a 55-53 lead:
N.C. State called time out with 41
seconds left to decide how to at
tack MSU's 2-3 zone defense. With
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14 seconds to go, Myers threw up
an off-balance 18-footer and Parks
soared to grab the rebound. The
Wolfpack fouled MSU's Keith Lee
with nine seconds remaining and
the sophomore All-American sank
both shots as 10,800 spectators in
Reynolds Coliseum screamed in
vain.
Haynes, Parks and Lee alltallied
14 points apiece as the Tigers hit
59.5 per cent from the field and
ran their record to 14-1. Although
the game was played against an
Atlantic Coast Conference oppo
nent, it was designated as a Metro
Conference game for the Tigers,
3-1 in Metro action.
A frustrated Jim Valvano,
whose Wolfpack haslost five of its
last six games including three in
five days, said with a sigh,"The
guy shot the ball. We block it. It
goes in the basket. We should be
on a segment of 'That's Incredi
ble.' It's a little bit of Murphy's
Law for us. If anything can go
wrong, it's going to right now."
The loss dropped the Wolfpack
to 8-6 for the year and didn't do
much to ease the pain of the her
nia Valvano suffered earlier in
the week.
Tiger coach Dana Kirk said,"We
had to use the spread to win the
ball game." And he credited an
early test of the"Fist" (with about
five minutes left in the game) for
a big assist, although the experi
ment resulted in a couple of
throwaways.
"We felt like we'd have to use
the spread to win and we went to

it briefly to see how they (Wolf
pack) were going to defend it,"
Kirk said. "So when we went to it
at the end, they were trying to
guard the little guy (Andre Turn
er) who had handled the ball ear
lier. Then we put the ball in
Doom's hands because we
thought they'd relax a little see
ing him out there because Andre
is usually the guy who usually
goes to the hole with it. Doom
made a big play."
The Tigers trailed at halftime,
31-30, despite shooting a torrid
70.6 per cent from the field in the
first 20 minutes. Lee sparked the
first-half firepower with 10 points
and Haynes had eight. MSU
played a 2-3 zone most of the first
half after Lee picked up his first
foul with 17:47. "I didn't think it
was a foul and I was afraid he
might get hit with a coupleof oth
ers right quick iswe stayed in the
man-to-man defense," Kirk said.
N.C. State used three early
dunks, including.two by Bailey, to
explode to a pair of 10-point leads
midway through the half (22-12
and 24-14). But the Parks, Haynes,
Lee threesome put the Tigers
back into the game. After the
Wolfpack had used a 12-2 surge to
open its 10-point lead, the Tigers
fought back with a 14-4 burst in
the nationally televised contest
worth $76,500 to the Tigers.
In the second half, Myers' longrange gunning wassomething the
Tigers couldn't handle. He got 10
of his game-high 18 points in the
second half.
For the last 13 minutes of the
game (until the final nine sec
onds) the biggest lead was a twopointer twice by the Wolfpack.
The lead changed 11 times.
Frenzied Wolfpack fans could
smell a victory with 2:17 left when
Baily lofted the a soft 10-footer
over Lee's outstretched arms for a
basket off the fast break and a 5351 N.C. State lead. But Parks, the
Tigers' Mr. Consistency, an
swered with 1:42 by wheeling
around the left side of the Wolf
pack zone and poweringalong the
baseline for a layup anda 53-53 tie.
Parks was fouled on the play and
missed the free throw, but got the
ball back when a N.C. State player
slapped it out of bounds.

MSU 94, Iona 88
By BOBBY HALL
NEW YORK — The final polish
for a joyous trip to the Big Apple
was a gleaming delight for Mem
phis State. In a solid performance
worthy of the Madison Square
Garden setting, the fifth-ranked
Tigers defeated tough Iona, 94-88.
MSU's balance, the feature Ti
ger coach Dan Kirk would rather
have than all the souveniers in
Manhattan, was overwhelming as
Ail-American Keith Lee poured in
28 points and captain Bobby Parks
added 21. Guard Phillip 'Doom'
Haynes had 15 points, point guard
Andre Turner had 14 and center
Derrick Phillips got 12.
"I'd love to have that balance
every time," a delighted Kirk said
after MSU had run its record to151. "And if you look at those 19
assists ... it wasn't too shabby."
And the Tigers... well, they left
the Garden feeling as tall as
skyscrapers.
"I think I feel as good now as
after all the other victories com
bined," Haynes said. "Winning
here is something special . . .
you'll remember it for a lifetime."
Actually, the Tiger victory was
one of two triumphs by the Mem
phis folks on what will surely re
main a memorable evening for
MSU. The world-class Tiger pom
pon girls bounced out a halftime
routine that would have made
award-winning Broadway choreo
grapher Bob Fosse jealous. A
crowd of 11,719, including about
350 Tiger fans, roared with loud
approval.
"My knees were shaking like
wet noodles," said Terry Funk,
one of the show-stopper perform
ers. Jamie McMillian, captain of
the group, said, "We were all a lot
more nervous and excited than
usual because of where we were."
But the jitters didn't produce any
noticeable flaws, only excellence.
Tiger basketball players, unlike
the perky young ladies, declared
they weren't hit by the butterflies
despite the pressure of the Gar
den's spotlight. But it took some
major-league playing for the Ti
gers to get past the upset-minded
Gaels of the Metro Atlantic Con
ference, who are now 134.
The score was tied six times in
the first half and the lead
changed eight times before MSU
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crept to a 4743 lead at intermis
sion. By halftime the 6-10 Lee al
ready had 14 points and five re
bounds, but Iona was still much in
the game, thanks to19 points from
super guard Steve Burtt.
Then early in the second half
after Iona had pulled into a 53-53
tie, the Tigers came up with a suprising reverse. They sprang a
new offensive ploy on the Gaels.
"We reversed our offense," Kirk
said. "We just started doingthings
opposite of the way we'd been do
ing them."
Although he didn't give a tech
nical explanation, the scheme re
sulted in three straight baskets by
Haynes, including one slam dunk
on a lob from Lee. By the midstages of the half, the Tigers, who
were using a tight 2-3 zone to
counteract Iona's quick-triggered
attack, were up by nine points, 7263.
"We just put it in our offense the
other day," Parks explained. "In
stead of the guard cutting first,
the forward cuts, then the guard
follows." Haynesadded, "It got me
free for backdoor plays and it en
abled me to post up down low. It
worked a few times."
But the Gaels' street-ball tactics
worked well too . . . so well that
with five minutes left and the Ti
gers' lead down to 78-74, MSU had
to rely on its "Fist" offense and
spread tactics to preserve the vic
tory. Turner, the freshman guard
from Mitchell High School,
scored six of MSU's last 14 points
and smartly handled the ball in
the spread.

"I thought the little guy would
fold under pressure," said Iona's
Burtt who finished with a gamehigh 31 points, "but he handled it
well. He did a good job."
Quite a fewTigers did good jobs,
but Lee was the one everyone
seemed to be watching most
closely.
"Keith Lee really hurt us from
the outside," said Iona coach Pat
Kennedy, noting Lee's ll-for-18
shooting performance."We didn't
think he'd be that accurate from
the outside."
Hubie Brown, coach of the New
York Knicks, watched Lee closely
and said, "He's a bona fide AllAmerican player. He's got an ex
cellent shooting touch with beau
tiful rotation. Everytime he
catches the ball he's in total con
trol of himself."
Lee, who was a constant target
of the New York press for inter
views during the trip,said his per
formance was satisfying. "That's
my kind of ball game. I try to do
what I can."
Another happy Tiger was Parks,
the junior forward from Grand
Junction. His mother, Mrs. Chris
tine Greene, lives in nearby
Queens and was at the Garden for
the first time in her life.
"I'm really happy for him," said
Mrs. Greene. "I'm happy tonight,
but my happiest day ever was
when he told me he would be go
ing to college. Nothing can top
that."
After getting a big hug from his
mother after the game, Parks said,
"I'm glad we won . . . I'm glad I
played pretty well... it all makes
me really feel good about the
whole trip." Parks got 11 of his
points from the free throw line.
Lee led MSU's 44-36 rebounding
advantage with 11, Phillips had
nine, and Haynes and Parks had
eight each. The 5-10 Turner came
up with five rebounds and fin
ished with five assists.
Iona also featured scoring bal
ance. Junior forward Gary
Springer had 15 points and playmaking guard RoryGrimes had 14
along with a game-high nine
assists.
The smooth Tigers, who hit 53.9
per cent for the game despite
some tough defensive tactics
from the 6-7, 210-pound Springer
and 6-9, 225-pound Bob Coleman.
Iona hit 45.5.

MSU 80, E. Kentucky 65
Game 17

By BOBBY HALL

Ail-American Keith Lee's collegiate career high — 35 points —
provided the firepower for fifthranked Memphis State to outlast
spunky Eastern Kentucky, 80-65,
at the Mid-South Coliseum.
But when the Tigers needed a
defensive stopper to shut down
the Colonels, and they did in the
worst way, MSU captain Bobby
Parks was the main man. And his
offense wasn't bad, either, considering a 20-point performance.
"Don't get me wrong ... Keith"
Lee was awfully good," said Max
Good, the Colonels' coach, "but
that guy Bobby Parks is really a
super athlete. He's a total player.
His defense was just about as significant as Lee's offense."
Whatever, it took all the power
the Tigers could muster to rack
up victory No. 16 against only one
loss. The Ohio Valley Conference
opponent stayed treacherously
close until the final six minutes
and kept MSU's third capacity
crowd of the season (11,200) a bit
nervous.
For most of the night it appeared that both MSU's players
and fans were more concerned
about what's upcoming tomorrow
night at the coliseum —the Metro
Conference rematch against Virginia Tech. No one has forgotten
that the Hokies shot down the Tigers, Jan. 10, in Blacksburg, 69-56,
only hours after MSU had been
voted No. 1.
But it wasn't until 3:46 remaining and the Tigers were leading,
72-61, that MSU's pep band and student section felt safe enough to
start chanting: "We Want Tech!
We Want Tech!"
The reason for the uncertainly
was that Eastern (7-10) was
primed for an upset and had a
couple of players who shot from
the hip with wild-West accuracy
and quickness.
MSU got off to a quick start as
the 6-10 Lee drilled his first three
shots for the Tigers first six
points. It began with one of those
spectacular alley-oop feedsoff the
opening tip from AndreTurner to
the soaring Lee for a slam dunk.
With less than three minutes having elapsed, the Tigers were rolling 10-2.
Eastern didn't rattle. Instead,
the scrappy Colonels outscored
the Tigers, 10-4, and were right
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back in the game, trailing 14-12.
Lee pushed MSU back to a 24-16
lead with three more jumpers in
the 12-to-14 foot range and with
eight minutes remaining in the
half the Tigers were up by 10
points, 30-20.
At the half, the struggling Tigers were leading by a scant 40-38,
despite 18 points by Lee and a 51.5
shooting percentage from the
field.
"Those guys came to play," Tiger coach Dana Kirk said. "They
have an excellent perimeter
game, actually more than excellent. They hit some shots you
wouldn't even take in a 'horse'
game."
And Kirk wasn't particularity
pleased with the way the Tigers
were playing,
"Our players were listening but
not hearing when I kept telling
them to be wary of this team,"
Kirk said. "I was afraid our guys
were looking ahead (to Virginia
Tech). I could see Eastern jumping out to a couple of point leads
and spreading on us and seeing
that No. 12 (Jimmy Stepp) taking
that short jumper."
After intermission, the Tigers
apparently still hadn't gotten the
message, nor the crowd. The coliseum just wasn't a lively place.
And with the talented Stepp, a
sharpshooting senior who popped
fallaway jumpers from uncanny

range, the Colonels pulled to
within a single point several
times in thefirst 10 minutesof the
second half. Finally, with about
nine minutes left, Kirk decided to
put the 6-5 Parks, who is MSU's
best defensive player, on the 6-3
Stepp instead of allowing the 5-10
Turner to guard the gunner.
"I knew he had been hittingand
he'd been doing all the shooting,"
said Parks, the junior from Grand
Juction, Tenn."I knew what I had
to do...stick with him. I knew if I
could stay with him and put some
pressure on him, I could do the
job."
"It was a lot easier to shoot over
that No. 10 (Turner)," said Stepp,
who got only one field goal after
the switch. "Parks is a very good
defensive player. When he was on
me, our idea was totry to work the
ball to somebody else because I
wasn't getting the shot off very
well."
Stepp finished with 16 points,
high for the Colonels. "I'll be see
ing that No. 12 in my sleep to
night," Kirk said.
With Parks having slowed down
Eastern's offense, he and Lee
teamed up with junior guard Phil
lip 'Doom' Haynes to attack the
Colonels' defense with a smart in
side game. Lee, who hit 15 of 25
from the field,was unstoppable in
Eastern's man-to-man scheme as
he hit from all angles, frequently
on 10-to-12 foot turnaround jump
ers. And with all the Tigers look
ing inside for the passing lanes,
they were able to shake loose for
layups often and pile up a seasonhigh 21 assists.
"Lee is incredible," Stepp said.
"He's an excellent outside shoot
er. I've never played against a big
man who shoots that well. He's
skinny and not all that powerful,
but he makes the most out of what
he's got. What a player!"
Lee finished with a game-high
14 rebounds and had six blocked
shots. He got five of the blocks in
the first half, but his intimidation
didn't seem to make the Colonels
hesitant about putting up their
shots.
The victory was MSU's 28th in a
row at the coliseum. It was the
Tigers' fifth consecutive victory
since losing to Virginia Tech.

MSU 73, Virginia Tech 64
By BOBBY HALL
A blowout? Hardly. Virginia
Tech simply wouldn'tallow it. But
fourth-ranked Memphis State
gladly accepted a 73-64 basketball
victory over the battling Hokies
before a madhouse crowd of
11,200 at the Mid-South Coliseum.
Tiger sophomore Keith Lee,
continuing his standout play of
recent games, poured through 23
points, grabbed 14 rebounds and
blocked five shots.The All-American got solid help from strong
man center Derrick Phillips and
guard Phillip 'Doom' Haynes as
the Tigers raised their overall re
cord to 17-1 with their sixth con
secutive victory.
"We're glad to get that one
back," Tiger coach Dana Kirk
said, speaking for himself as well
as Tiger fans who recall MSU's
only loss — at Virginia Tech, 6956, three weeks ago.
But the celebration for the Ti
gers, who moved into second
place in the Metro Conference
with a 4-1 mark, wasn't too jubi
lant because of a statistics sheet
that showed a whopping 30
turnovers.
"A victory is a victory ... we
knew they'd be tough," said the 69 Phillips, who was outstanding
with 12 rebounds, 4 assists and 7
of U from the field. "We just let
up a couple of times and they kept
coming back on us."
As super-charged as the colise
um atmosphere was, it's a miracle
the whole place didn't explode.
"I've never seen it like this," said
a flabbergasted Larry Finch, the
Tiger assistant coach.
Bleachers behind both baskets
were packed an hour before tipoff. There were signs proclaim
ing: "Beat the Heck Out of Tech,"
and "V.T. Go Home." Two Tiger
cheerleaders held up a sign that
said "Welcome Hokies," just soTi
ger mascot Pouncer could make a
show of ripping it to shreads. Roll
after roll of toilet paper was
thrown at Tech players as they
tried to warm up.
Pounder kept throwing a rub
ber chicken — supposedly a Tech
Gobbler — on the floor and kick
ing it. And during pregame intro
ductions, a deafening chant of
"We Want Tech! We Want Tech!"
boomed like thunder.
Tiger fans, who were craving a
rout of the Hokies, considered it
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all a payback for rowdy treatment
MSU got Jan. 10 at Blacksburg.
Neither team was as ready to play
as the capacity crowd. The place
got terribly silent when the Ho
kies, now 16-4 and 4-2,spurted to a
6-2 lead with their lighteningquick style. The Tigers, who were
favored by 11 points, never led
until 11:59 remained in the first
half when Phillips canned a pair
of free throws for a 13-12
advantage.
Although the Hokies led early,
they got into serious foul trouble
in a hurry when freshman for
ward Keith Colbert picked up his
third personal with 14:08 remain
ing. It was much the same as in
Blackburg when MSU's Lee got
three fouls in almost identical
time. And in Virginia Tech's manto-man defensive scheme, Colbert
was the guy guarding Lee.
With Lee scoring 15 points in
the first half, Haynes getting 10
and Phillips eight, the Tigers
charged to a 37-22 halftime lead.
In the late stages of the half MSU
cashed in on seven Tech turnov
ers for points. MSU outscored
Tech, 22-8, in the last 10 minutes
of the half and the crowd sensed
the blowout it wanted.
"Late in the first half we made a
couple of turnovers and we pan
icked," Tech coach Charlie Moir
said. "Then we started playing
like freshmen."
But with the halftime break to
regroup, the Hokies came back
strong while theTigers were sput

tering. Techoutscored MSU at the
start of the half, 13-2, cutting the
deficit to four points, 39-35.
"We got the good lead at the end
of the first half, but we came out
and started turning the ball over
at the start of the second half,"
Kirk said.
The uprising by the Hokies
hushed the crowd again, but
when Lee, who was 10of 16 for the
night, hit a couple of short shots
to restore a 10-point lead (47-37),
suddenly the crowd was right
back going strong.
"I've always referred to our
crowd as the sixth man, but to
night it was even more like the
sixth, seven and eighth men," a
pleased Kirk said.
Phillips was a workhorse in the
second half, getting 10 rebounds
and showing power beneath the
basket for layups.
"This game was probably Der
rick's best ball game," Kirk said.
"Keith and Derrick really got
tough on the boards and did a
great job."

Derrick Phillips

Tulane 58, MSU 56
By BOBBY HALL
Tulane's lullaby left Memphis
State with a nightmare. For the
first time in 30 games, the Tigers
walked out of the Mid-South Coliseum a loser — 58-56.
Rabid spectators, who finally
woke up and got into the game in
the final minutes, blamed the referees. Tiger players, showing far
more self-control than MSU's
fans, didn't look for many excuses
beyond a poor .431 shooting percentage from the field.
As for Tulane ... well, the Wave
dashed out into the afternoon
rain and didn't appear to know it
was wet.
"We're one of the 'rarer' teams
to come in here and win," said
Wave senior forward Paul
Thompson, who scored a gamehigh 18 points. "This win is about
as satisfying as a basketball game
can be "
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Wave, now 3-3 in the Metro, had
One thing the Tigers, now 17-2,
the victory locked up when the
T^omP®on ^across the
didn't want to do was allow Tu- talented
lane to control the tempo. So what
nuddie and sank a hooking lefthappened? The Green Wave diehanded layup for a 53-47 lead. But
tated the pace and decked MSU
things soon got real crazy,
before a crowd of 11,037 in the
Tiger center Derrick Phillips
regionally televised Metro Conpowered for a layup, was fouled
ference game
and made the free throw to cut
"They want' you into a lulling
the deficit to three (53-50) with
2:40- But 22 seconds later Phillips
kind of game," said Tiger coach
Dana Kirk. "Tulane played well
was gone with his fifth foul and
and deserved to win."
Wave center John Williams
After Tulane had shot 58.3 per
cashed two free throws fora 54-50
le?£;
cent in thefirst half (compared to
. „
„ 1
TT
MSU's poor 34.5) for a 29-24 lead.
MSY captain Bobby Parks ramWave coach Ned Fowlerpaused in
hied for a layup with 1:57, cutting
front of the Tiger bench on the
Tulane s lead to 54-52. The hghtway out for the second half. A
mng-quick Turner then stole the
smiling Fowler told Kirk, "Don't
hall and headed for what looked
worry we'll cool off."
like a sure layup. Turners shot
Oh yeah ? Tulane was almost as
didn t go inand a smashing follow
good in the second half with 57.9
hy the 6-10 Lee was ruled no good
and the Tigers never caught up.
hy referee Bob Olah. As the enMSU, which lost to Tulane for the
raged crowd loudly booed the nulsecond time in three games durlifted basket that would have tied
the game, Olah motioned toward
ing the past twoseasons, fell to 4-2
in Metro action. The Tigers are
the Tiger bench indicating that
now tied for second place with
the ball was still in the cylinder
Virginia Tech. Louisville continabove the hoop when Lee touched
ues to lead at 6-0.
the ball. "Basket interference,
Playing smartly and coolly, Tuhe shouted
lane opened a pair of seven-point
From where I was (on the
leads (37-30 and 39-32) during the
bench) I thought the follow-up
first seven minutes of the second
basket was good because I was
half. But the Tigers, who like the
even with the goal Phillips said
crowd had appeared lethargic
"It looked to me like it was out of
much of the afternoon, charged
the cylinder. But the ref had to
back with several buckets each
make a judgment call and he
from forward Keith Lee, point
called it the bestway he could.We
can x blame the refs.
guard Andre Turner and guard
Phillip 'Doom' Haynes.
Lee, who usually doesn't mind

talking after a victory, wasn't in a
talkative mood after the game.
"I've got nothing to say," the big
sophomore grumbled.
Tulane's Curtis Wallace shook
loose for a layup and a 56-52 lead
with 1:20. Turner broke down the
middle for a layup with 37 sec
onds remaining, but a slam dunk
off the fast break by Elton Web
ster produced a 58-54 advantage
with 15 seconds.
Kirk, who had rushed to midcourt at the end of the first half to
confront the officials about sever
al calls, refused to comment about
the officiating after the game. "I'll
handle it through the proper
channels," said Kirk, who got in a
few fiery words with a couple of
refs as they were trotting off the
court and were being bombarded
by debris from the stands.
MSU's last loss at home was to
Florida State in the final game of
the 1980-81 season, 80-78.
The 5-10 Turner, the rookie
from Mitchell High School, led
MSU's scoring with 16 points.
Once in the first, he stole the ball,
missed a reverse-English layup
between two defenders, and
jumped up for a swishing tipin.
The crowd exploded with delight.
Lee finished with 14 points and
game-highs of 15 rebounds and
six blocked shots. Haynes had 11
points. Turner also had sixassists
and four steals.

Phillip Haynes

MSU 85, Wichita State 73
By BOBBY HALL
The
battle
was
for
heavyweights only, but someone
forgot to tell Memphis State's lit
tle Andre Turner.
When it finally came time for a
knockout of powerful Wichita
State last night at the Mid-South
Coliseum, it was Turner, a 5-10
bantam, who delivered the deci
sive punches in MSU's 85-73 bas
ketball victory.
Turner's season-high effort of
22 points was matched by a fine
performance from forward Bobby
Parks, who zoomed out of a recent
slump. In addition to his scoring,
the hustling Parks had eight re
bounds and five assists. MSU was
deadly from the free throw line,
hitting 33of 37, while Wichita was
making only 11 of 20.
Turner, the freshman from
Mitchell High School, scored 12 of
the Tigers' last 16 points, includ
ing six in a row tobreak a 69-69 tie
as MSU relied on its "Fist" spread
to hold off the Shockers.
"When we go to the spread,
there's a little freedom for me,"
Turner said. "When I start down
the lane, the other team's big men
usually step up to cover me and I
dish it off to one of our big guys.
But this time they didn't pick me
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Officials*— B. Olah, R. Zetcher, B. McGrath.
Technical Fouls - none.

enough, he grabbed a rebound,
was fouled, and popped two free
throws to complete the gamebreaking surge of 10 unanswered
points.
It took just such an explosion to
put down the Shockers one last
time after they'd bounced off the
deck three of four timesfollowing
early leads by the Tigers, a sevenpoint favorite. MSU, coming back
nicely from a 58-56 less to Tulane
So with half the crowd of 10,856
holding its breath and the rest on Saturday at the coliseum, im
standing and screaming, young proved its record to 18-2 as the
Turner first drove the lane for a Shockers slipped to 17-3.
"It was a good bounce-back
layup and a 71-69 lead with 3:08 to
go. Tiger guard Phillip 'Doom' win," said Tiger coach Dana Kirk.
"That's one in a row for us and
Haynes came up with a loose ball
we'll
take it. It was good to see
on the other end of the floor, and
Turner began running MSU's Bobby Parks going to the basket
again, and Andre did a good job
"Fist" again. Like a wee roadrunwith the spread."
ner, he scooted down the middle
Having worn white uniforms in
again and pitched up another
its last 30 games at home (exclud
short swisher for a 73-69 advan
ing exhibitions), the Tigers came
tage with 2:34.
out in theirgray suits and a differ
By now the strong Shockers of
ent set of blue warmups.
the Missouri Valley Conference
"It's something we've been
were getting shaky and forcing
wanting to do for sometime, but
up shots. They lost control on a
we'd been winning in the white
rebound, giving MSU possession,
uniforms so we didn't want to
and then had to look at Turner's
change," said sophomore forward
routine again. This time the
Shockers fouled him with 1:43 Keith Lee, who scored 14 points.
Kirk agreed, saying with a
left, but he sank both shots for a
laugh, "When something breaks,
75-69 lead.
you fix it. If it's not broken, you
MSU hammered the lid shut
don't fix it."
when Parks grabbed a defensive
The Tigers, ranked fourth na
rebound and started a fast break,
tionally last week but dropped to
pitching off to Haynes for a layup
10th in the first poll released this
and a 77-69 lead at 1:23. Then as if
week, came out hot. MSU hit its
the tiny Turner hadn't done

first four shots and connected on
eight of its first nine for a 22-8
lead in the first seven minutes.
Haynes and Parks sparked the
quick start combining for 16
(eight apiece) of the Tigers' first
18 points.
But the Shockers, tied for first
place in the Missouri Valley,
didn't flinch. Despite three fouls
on standout forward Antoine
Carr in the first 10 minutes and
the third on superb rebounder
Xavier McDaniel with three min
utes left in the half, Wichita
trailed by only three points at
half time, 45-42. MSU didn't score
in the last three minutes of the
half while the Shockers were
scoring six. The outside shooting
of lefthanded guard Aubrey Sherrod, who had 16 points by halftime, kept WichitaState in thebat
tle. Parks had 14 points for the
Tigers in the first 20 minutes.
If Wichita had quick-starting as
pirations for the second half, the
Tigers provided immediate em
barrassment. With possession out
of bounds to start the half, the
Tigers purposely lined up on the
wrong end of the floor and the
Shockers went for it. The inbounds pass went to Turner, who
was breaking all alone for the
layup.
The Shockers didn't shake easi
ly, though. The Tigers managed a
couple of seven-point leads, but
with 5:50 left and the Tigers cling
ing to a 69-66 lead, Kirk ordered
the "Fist." At first the ploy sput
tered a little. But after the Shock
ers tied the score at 69-all on a
short jumper by McDaniel with
3:45 to go, it was all Turner and
the Tigers.
Shocker coach Gene Smithson
said the turning point came in the
first stages of the MSU "Fist"
when the Tigers turned the ball
over "and we gave it right back to
them. Then that little Turner did
the rest."
Wichita State came into the
game as the nation's leading re
bounding team, but the Tigers
won the board fight, 33-31. Wich
ita's McDaniel, who was averag
ing 14.4 rebounds as the nation's
individual leader, pulled down 12
rebounds, but Tiger center Der
rick Phillips matched him with
12.

Tulane 49, MSU 47
By BOBBY HALL
Staff Reporter

NEW ORLEANS — No madness
of Mardi Gras could have
matched what happened in Tu
lane Arena. Tulane's Daryl Moreau gunned down ninth-ranked
Memphis State with one swishing
shot . . . from 25 feet.
"He just hit a good one on us.
What can you say?" said Tiger
center Derrick Phillips after Moreau's jumper stripped the net as
the horn sounded the end of a 4947 Green Wave victory.
The 6-1 senior, who'd been in a
shooting slump much of the sea
son said, "If I had to measure it I
would have to say it was from 2527 feet. It might not be the biggest
shot I've ever made, but it surely
had to be one of them."
The game-winning shot, which
sent about 4,500 of the capacity
crowd of 5,000 swarming onto the
floor of the tiny gym, came after
guard Phillip 'Doom' Haynes had
made only one of a two-shot free
throw opportunity with six sec
onds remaining, leaving the bat
tle tied 47-47.
Green Wave forward Paul
Thompson rebounded the miss
and whipped a short pass to fresh
man guard Kevin Saulny who was
zooming up the middle of the
court and dodging MSU defend
ers. When he approached midcourt, he zipped a pass to his left
to Moreau who was wide open at
the free throw line extended. Mo
reau gunned up a high-arching
shot with about a second remain
ing. The horn sounded as the ball
was falling into the basket.
"We wanted to make sure they
didn't get off anything short . . .
we wanted them to have to shoot
from way out," said MSU coach
Dana Kirk. "He just made it."
The loss was the second to the
Green Wave in eight days, follow
ing a 58-56 setback in Memphis.
MSU fell to 18-3 overall and 4-3 in
the Metro Conference.Tulane im
proved to 12-9 and 4-4 in the con
ference. MSU now is tied with Vir
ginia Tech for second place in the
Metro.
On this wild night when about
500 spirited Tiger fans joined with
some carnival-fueled Tulane cra
zies to make the building resem
ble a zoo, MSU stumbled almost
exactly as it did here last season.
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The spread offense, which the Ti
gers call their "Fist," sputtered
and let a nice lead get away. Anda
turnover on an inbounds pass —
at almost the exact spot it hap
pened last year in a 55-53 overtime
loss — proved costly again.
Why play the 'Fist' in the first
place when you're up by three
points (38-35) with 12 minutes
left?
"They were laying back on us
defensively to cover our inside
game so we wanted to break them
open . . . spread them out," Kirk
said. "We wanted to take the ball
to the hole and it was working
fine. But we were called a couple
of times for charging. Our plan
was to get ahead three, five or six
points and spread 'em. That would
also take the crowd out of the
game. We had about four opportu
nities to score in a row, but we
charged twice. You can't be that
erratic when you spread."
Tulane coach Ned Fowler said
he was a little surprised to see the
Tigers go into their spread so ear
ly. "Yes, I was surprised," Fowler
said, "but I know it's been good to
them in a lot of games and it
worked some tonight."
With 11:30 left in the game, the
Tigers were leading, 40-35, and
were in the Fist. A minute later
freshman guard Andre Turner
squirmed loose for an eight-foot
jumper for a 42-37 lead. So much
for the good part.
But out of the next four trips
down the floor, the Tigers got

only one point — a free throw by
Phillips for a 43-41 lead with 6:51.
Tulane forward Elton Webster
tied the game on a 10-footer at 4343 with 6:14.
There were no other points un
til 3:17 when Webster hit two free
throws for a 45-43 lead. Tiger for
ward Keith Lee, who missed eight
minutes of the first half with foul
trouble and scored only seven
points all night, put MSU on top
with a three-point maneuver, 4645, with 1:17.
Thompson swished an 18-footer
from the left corner to give the
Wave a 47-46 advantage with 32
seconds left. And with 23 seconds
remaining, MSU turned the ball
over on an inbounds play right in
front of the Tiger bench, almost
exactly like last year.
Tulane's Saulny missed a oneand-one with 16 seconds and the
Tigers rushed back with Haynes
driving the lane. Thompson
fouled Haynes, an 86 per cent free
throw shooter, with six seconds
left. Tulane called time out twice
in an attempt to rattle Haynes,
who hit the first free throw at
tempt and missed the other.
Then it was up to Thompson,
Saulny — and finally, Moreau.
Moreau, who was 5 of 7 from the
field, led Tulane's scoring with 12
points. Phillips paced the Tigers
with 13 points. Neither team shot
well, MSU hitting only 42.6 per
cent from the field and Tulane
hitting 42.9.
Aside from Moreau's shot, the
most exciting play of the game,
which was televised by WREG-TV
(Channel 3) in Memphis and the
CBN cable network nationally,
was a spectacular slam dunk by
Tiger freshman Baskerville
Holmes late in the first half.
Holmes popped off the baseline to
take a lob from guard Ricky Mc
Coy and slam it back over his
shoulder into the basket for a 2323 tie.
MSU jumped to a quick 6-0 lead,
but the Wave rushed back to outscore the Tigers 18-6. In an attempt
to cause some confusion, the Ti
gers resorted to a 1-3-1 trapping
defense, which slowed the Wave's
pace, and allowed MSU to play its
way back into a 25-25 halftime
deadlock.
"We've just got to get our shoot
ing touch back," Kirk said.

MSU 80, North Texas 63
By BOBBY HALL
Staff Reporter

DENTON, Texas — In a Texas
stampede of a basketball game,
Memphis State put on its running
shoes here and romped past North
Texas State, 80-63, before 6,125 in
the Super Pit.
"That's what I call a 'rythym get
ter backer,'" said Tiger coach
Dana Kirk while his players were
catching their breath from the
run-and-shoot fun of their 19th
victory of the season.
Bouncing back from two losses
to slow-pace artists Tulane in a
three-game stretch of action, the
Tigers got solid scoring efforts
from forward Keith Lee with 24
points, forward Bobby Parks with
23 and guard Phillip 'Doom'
Haynes with 19. The 6-10 Lee,
perking up from recent sluggish
ness, grabbed 13 rebounds and
center Derrick Phillips was
strong on the boards with 10
along with nine rebounds from
Parks.
"We wanted to get the ball to
Keith more and let him get his
confidence back," said Kirk, who
was delighted to see the AilAmerican work for 18 points in
the second half. Parks, the hus
tling captain from Grand Junc
tion, Tenn., had sparked MSU
with 15 points in the first half for
a 36-29 lead at intermission.
The final score was a comfort
able margin for the Tigers, who
slipped from ninth to 13th earlier
in the day in the national rank
ings. But until the last five min
utes this slugfest with the Mean
Green of the Southland Confer
ence was a real huff-and-puff gasser... something akin to the likes
of one of those Texas Tornado
wrestling specials.
"In the newspaper, it'll look like
a rout, but it was a lot closer than
that," said Bill Blakeley, the
North Texas coach. "We weren't
patient enough with our offense
and we didn't go through all the
options."
Blakeley could say that again.
The Mean Green shot only 37.5
per cent and a lot of their efforts
were of the shoot-from-the-hip va
riety. MSU's shooting still left a
little something to be desired (47
per cent), just as it has been late
ly, but nobody was complaining.
North Texas fell to 10-10 for the
season while MSU improved to 19-

Officials2- P. Galvan, B. Olah.
Technical Fouls - none.

3.

The first half produced nine
lead changes before the Tigers
pulled away in the final two min
utes of the half for a 10-point lead
(36-26). MSU got the leadfor keeps
on a follow by Haynes, 23-22, at
8:01, and a pair of fast-break buck
ets by Parks and playmaking
guard Andre Turner opened a 2722 advantage. A three-point ma
neuver by Parks completed an 112 breakaway for the Tigers. A
swishing 20-footer by sophomore
guard Ricky McCoy, who played
well in relief of Turner and
Haynes, made it 36-26.
For a half, it was the battle of
the Tigers against North Texas
State's Kenny Lyons, a 6-7, 210pound hoss of an hombre whogot
17 points in the first 20 minutes
and finished with a game-high 27
along with 13 rebounds.
"In the first half, I was really
trying to assert myself and show
some leadership," Lyons said.
"But toward the end, we just
couldn't get the big basket when
we needed it."
At the start of the second half,
Kirk and the Tigers again caught
their opponent napping by strik
ing for a layup by Turner off a
wrong-end alignment of the in
bounds pass. But the Mean Green
kept coming back and were with
in three points (44-41) with four
minutes gone.
It remained cat-and-mouse, but
in a rat-race style, until about
three minutes remained. For

much of the second half, the Ti
gers were looking for Lee on the
low post against the MeanGreen's
zone defense, and when the big
man got the ball, nobody North
Texas had could stop him.
"Nothing has been wrong with
me lately," Lee said. "It's just that
tonight we startedgetting the ball
inside more ... like we did in the
earlier part of the season. I need
ed to get back in the flow. We all
did."
MSU outscored North Texas, 152, in the final 4Vz minutes despite
some malfunctioning of its 'Fist'
spread offense. Leading69-61 with
3:25 remaining, the Tigers went to
the Fist only to turn the ball over
three times. Turner, who sparked
the Tiger offense with seven as
sists for the night, made seven
turnovers and four of them came
in the spread.
The Mean Green couldn't con
vert on MSU's errors, though, and
the Tigers were solid at the foul
line down the stretch to pull
away.
Kirk liked MSU's passing game,
which produced 15 assists, but
wasn't thrilled with 15 turnovers.
"We passed the ball real well
against their zone, and our run
ning game was very good at
times," Kirk said. He didn't say
much about the turnovers, but he
held a brief private huddle with
Turner in the hallway leading to
the Tiger dressing room after the
game.
The Tigers were happiest to see
North Texas State come out run
ning after playing piddy-pat with
Tulane in a 4947 loss.
"I definitely felt we needed an
up-tempo game so we could get
our confidence back going into
the big game with Louisville,"
Haynes said. Parks added, "We
played a nice game. We like to run
... not that slow stuff like downat
Tulane."
Parks led MSU's shooters with 9
of 14 from the field while Lee con
nected on 9 of 16 and Haynes 8 of
16. Lee, who was featured in front
sports page stories in two Dallas
newspapers, was intimidating
early on defense and finished
with four blocked shots.

Louisville 75, MSU 66
By BOBBY HALL
For one flickering moment,
Louisville coach Denny Crum
thought he might have cost his
basketball team a victory over
Memphis State at the Mid-South
Coliseum. But his Cardinals,
ranked No. 9 in the Associated
Press poll, didn't let him sweat
long.
In an overwhelming perfor
mance, sharp-shooting Louisville
routed the unravelling Tigers, 7566, for MSU's worst home-court
loss in 40 games. So how could
Crum possibly think he had
blown it?
With 17:01left and theCardinals
leading, 45-42, referee John Moreau whistled Crum fof1 a techni
cal foul. Out of the corner of his
eye, Moreau had seen Crum dart
out onto the court after the action
had moved to the other end. As a
result, MSU got and made two free
throws.
"I had my (game) program all
rolled up in my hand and was
shaking it," Crum said."I had the
halftime stats sheet in the pro
gram, and the darn sheet shot out
onto the floor. I was running out
to get it. Moreau thought I was
throwing the paper at him, and I
wasn't. If I was going to throw
something at him,it wouldn't be a
piece of paper.
"It was just one of those things
that happen and could have cost
us the game. But our kids sucked
it up when the game got close and
did what we had to do to win."
Actually, the Cardinals, who
wrapped up the Metro's regular
season championship with the
victory and a 9-0 league record,
did a ton of things right in beat
ing the Tigers, who were favored
by 4V2 points by one national
oddsmaker. Louisville shot 57.5
per cent fromthe field, made 21 of
22 free throws and outrebounded
the Tigers, 33-25.
Despite days of anticipation of
the game with the Cardinals, a
capacity crowd of 11,200 seemed
to be in a mood of patient submis
sion except for a couple of loud
bursts. An early flurry of dunks
by Louisville center Charles
Jones, who finished with 24
points, seemed to take the fire out
of the spectators as well as the
Tigers. Jones, who was 9 of 12
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from the field and 6 of 6 from the
free throw line, had nine re
bounds and four blocks. He was
named the player of the game by
CBS-TV, which beamed the action
to 85 per cent of the nation.
"When you're on the road and
hit 57 per cent from the field and
21 of 22 from the line, you're
mighty hard to beat," said Tiger
coach Dana Kirk. "They're a tugof-war type of team. They're an
excellent basketball team ... one
that has a chance to win the na
tional championship."
As for his sputtering Tigers,
who lost their third game in five
outings after once being ranked
No. 1 this season, Kirk couldn't
think of much to say. But he
found plenty to say to the refsand
again confronted the officials
with verbal harassment at the
end of the first half as he chased
them off the floor. Preseason Met
ro favorite MSU, which is 19-4 and
4-4 in the conference, hit only 40.4
per cent from the field.
"You can't win if you can'tshoot
the basketball," Kirk said. "It's
really strange. Two weeks ago we
were leading the conference in
field goal percentage, and now
we're in the doldrums. I can't ex
plain it."
Sophomore forward Keith Lee,
MSU's Ail-American from West
Memphis, took game scoring hon
ors with 26 points,despite playing
in a collapsing forest of red-shirted defenders, and was also the
game's top rebounder with12. But
even Lee wasn't shootingsharply,
making 9 of 22. The only Tiger

starter who shot better than 50
per cent was junior forward Bob
by Parks of Grand Junction, who
had 18 points and was seven for
13. MSU junior guard Phillip
'Doom' Haynes was 0 for 7 from
the field and didn't score a point
for the first time since his fresh
man season.
"Personally, I couldn't hit any
thing," Haynes said, "and as a
team we missed a lot of easy shots.
We struggled most of the game."
Louisville, which is 22-3, blew
through MSU's fullcourt press in
the first half to build a 13-point
lead (34-21) with 6:32 remaining.
Three of the Cardinals' first six
field goals were dunks by Jones,
who had 12 of his team's first 14
points. Louisville, which ap
peared to be trying to reactivate
its old nicknameas the 'Doctors of
Dunk,' had six dunks for the day.
"Memphis had a guy who was
sagging on defense," Jones said,
"but it seemed like every time
he'd sag away from me everybody
just kept getting me the ball."
MSU, which is ranked 13th na
tionally, began battling back late
in the first half, and Louisville
resorted to its spread offense
which was not effective...almost
self-destructive. By intermission
the Tigers had pulled to within
three points, 39-36.
The Cardinals were toosmart to
get caught by MSU's reverse line
up on the inbounds play to start
the second half — a tactic that
Kirk and the Tigers have made a
big deal of after several success
ful efforts. But a rim-rattling
dunk by Parks put the Tigers
within a single point, 39-38, and
for the next 15 minutes it was
intense.
With Lee gettingseven points in
the first five minutes of the half,
MSU pulled into a tie three times
before jumping into its 'Fist'
(spread) routine with 11:25 re
maining and the score tied, 53-53.
MSU stayed in the spread for al
most two minutes without even
taking a shot while trying to pull
Louisville out of a zone defense.
There was some booing when the
Tigers went into the spread, but
not from Louisville's Crum.
"When they backed it out on us,
it was to our advantage," Crum
said. "Wehad two or threeguys in
foul trouble. We needed the break
and the rest."

Florida State 74, MSU 72
By BOBBY HALL
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — Mitchell
Wiggins thought that Granville
Arnold's shot — the one that gave
Florida State a 74-72 victory over
Memphis State — would find the
basket. But what does Wiggins
know about scoring. He only had
37 points.
"I thought it was going to get
blocked," said Wiggins, referring
to the double pump layup by Ar
nold with two seconds left. "I just
knew it wasgoing to get blocked."
Unfortunatley for the hard-luck
Tigers, the 6-6 freshman from
Kingsport, Tenn., faked a shot to
avoid the soaring block attempt
by freshman defender Baskerville Holmes, then completed the
off-balance maneuver from the
right side for a curl-in layup.
"It was the luckiest shot in the
world," grumbled Tiger guard
Ricky McCoy, who made a lastditch effort to distract the kanga
roo-hopping Arnold. "He just
threw it up there and it went in."
Whatever, the basket — only
the second of the day by Arnoldin
the Metro Conference game —
sent MSU home a loser. The loss,
which was thefourth in six games
for the sputtering Tigers, dropped
MSU to 19-5 for the season and 4-5
(fifth place) in the Metro. FSU im
proved to 14-10 and 5-5.
After Arnold's dramatic shot,
MSU decided the best hope to get a
game-tying hoop with two ticks
remaining was to fling a pass to
Phillip 'Doom' Haynes near halfcourt and let him fire from afar.
His 35-foot attempt hit the front of
the rim and fell to the floor.
"When it left my hand, I felt like
I'd made it," Haynes said, "but it
was a little short. Our first plan
was to try to throw the ball the
length of the floor to the big man
(Keith Lee), but Florida State
called time out twice todefense us
and we felt the best thing to do
was what we did."
Nobody in a crowd of only 3,371
in Tallahassee-Leon County Civic
Center could believe a lot of
things that happened in the in
tense 40 minutes of basketball.
"I never though Mitchell Wig
gins would get 37 points against
us," said Tiger coach Dana Kirk.
"We tried a littleof everything on
him, but he's really dangerous
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when he gets the basketball. Flor
ida State played well. They did ex
actly what they had to do to win."
Wiggins, who matched his ca
reer-high scoring total in two sea
sons at FSU, didn't even have a
good feeling when he came to the
arena. "I went into the game a
little nervous," said the 64 guard,
who leads the Metro in scoring
with a 22.4 average."You know ...
playing a nationally ranked team
and being on TV (M'Aro network)
and everything."
But by halftime Wiggins didn't
appear nervous at all after wear
ing out the net from all angles for
21 points. His superlative perfor
mance was just enough to coun
teract 10-point totals from MSU
guard Andre Turner and Lee in
the first 20 minutes toforce a 4141
tie at intermission.
The Tigers came into the game
with their major worry being
shoddy field goal shooting, which
had been down in the 40 per cent
range in recent games. But MSU
hit a neat 54 per cent to FSU's 45.
The trouble this time, however,
was turnovers galore — 22 of
them — compared to only nine for
the Seminoles, and the same sag
ging zone defense by the opposi
tion which swarmed around the69 Lee.
In addition to the frustration of
the loss, the Tigers left town
knowing they'd been beaten by a
team whose tallest starter was
only 6-6 andwhose starting center
was only 6-5.

"There were a lot of cases where
we just completely outhustled
them," said FSU coach Joe Wil
liams, who is on a hotseat of sorts
because fans think the Seminoles
should have a better record.
"Since we've been using this
small lineup, we've forced 20 or
more turnovers in four straight
games. And we got some baskets
off the transition game and our
quick break."
Williams, whose wife, Wendy,
gave birth to ason earlier, said he
was confident about the chanceof
winning against the Tigers, who
are ranked 13th and 14th in the
national polls.
"Considering I got a new son on
Friday, I felt real good when I saw
the color of the ticket for this par
ticular game happened tobe 'baby
blue,'" Williams said.
Memphis State led by as many as
eight points (24-16) in the first
half. Florida State held threepoint leads a couple of times, but
by halftime the Seminoles had
three players with three personal
fouls compared to only one for
MSU.
After intermission, the Tigers
quickly pulled away toa 5247 lead
before the fast-paced battle
turned into a lead-swapping
shootout. The6-3 Haynes, who had
been tormented by shooting inac
curacy lately, poured through 20
points in the second half and fin
ished with a team-high 28 — his
best in two seasons since a 29point effort against Oklahoma
City as a freshman.
With 11:54 left in the game,
MSU's Turner, who is 5-10, and
FSU's Maurice Myrick, who is 6-5,
butted heads in a frightening col
lision that sent both players to the
sideline. Myrick received a cut
eye and Turner absorbed a
bruised and bloodied nose, but
both players returned to action
later.
Lee, who was 7 of 16 from the
field for the day, supported
Haynes' scoring with 17 points.
Forward Bobby Parks, who fouled
out with 3:09 remaining, had 11
and Turner 10. Playmaking guard
William had 16 points and 9 of his
team's 16 steals for FSU. The
short-stuff Seminoles matched
the taller Tigers in rebounds, 3131.

MSU 84, Cincinnati 77
By BOBBY HALL
The idea was to "shake the
shakes," according to Memphis
State coach Dana Kirk. And with
rock-solid performances from AilAmerican sophomore Keith Lee
and junior captain Bobby Parks,
the Tigers overpowered Cincin
nati, 84-77, at the Mid-South
Coliseum.
For the 6-9 Lee of West Mem
phis, a sparkling 28-point game
was extra special. It pushed him
over the 1,000-point mark in only
his 54th varsity game. In less than
two seasons, Lee now has 1,014
points for 14th place on MSU's alltime scoring list. He became the
16th Tiger to score 1,000 points.
"I knew if I got14 points I'd have
1,000, but I wasn't even thinking
about the points," Lee said. "Now
that I've done it, it's a great feel
ing to go over 1,000. But I need to
keep on playing and make more
points and get more rebounds."
Parks was outstanding with 25
points and helped get the Bear
cats in foul trouble with his active
take-it-to-the-hoop style.
The 17th-ranked Tigers, who
racked up victory No. 20 against
five losses, had slumped to four
losses in their last six starts.Ironi
cally, MSU reversed its recent tailspin without a full house of sup
port. There were 8,423specatators
(capacity of 11,200) and MSU offi
cials speculated that the final epi
sode of the popular TV series
M*A*S*H might have affected the
total along with the fact that the
game was being televised.
"It was a little hard getting No.
20, but it's pleasant when you fi
nally get it,"said Kirk, who posted
his 70th victory against 38 losses
in four seasons at MSU. "We've
really been searching for this.
This time we lost some of the
shakiness we've had lately. We
feel like we're in a second season
now and in my mind it started
tonight."
Hoping to establish momentum
for the Metro Tournament and
postseason play, the Tigers used a
30-15 advantage from the free
throw line to help down the Bear
cats, now 11-15 for the season and
1-10 in the Metro. Cincinnati
coach Ed Badger didn't care
much for the imbalance in foul
totals (31 for Cincinnati and 17
for MSU).
"I didn't know if we were going
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Cincinnati stayed close enough
to the Tigers, now 5-5 in the Met
ro, to cause Kirk to order the Fist
— his spread offense — with 4:40
remaining and MSU leading 68-63.
There was loud booing from the
crowd, but freshman guard Andre
Turner stopped all that by quickly
wiggling down the lane for a
layup with 4:25 left.
"This was a win we really need
ed badly," Parks said. "It feels a
whole lot better to win. We were
more intense and we were look
ing to go to the boards every
chance we had."

to have enough guys left tofinish
the game," said Badger, who saw
three of his players foul out. "I
sort of agree with (Indiana
coach) Bobby Knight about offici
ating. Maybe we ought to get peo
ple who know the game a little
better. I can't believe some of the
things I saw tonight."
Senior center Dwight 'Jelly'
Jones led the Bearcats with 29
points and moved into seventh
place on UC's all-time scoring list
with 1,414 points.
MSU used a 10-1 surge midway
through the first half to blow
open a game that had been tied
seven times. Striking for six fol
low-up baskets on the offensive
boards, including two powerful
jams by Lee,the Tigers clawed out
a 38-32 halftime lead.
The 10-1 burst helped MSU open
a nine-point lead with seven min
utes left in the half, but the Bear
cats pulled to within two points
(34-32) with a strong comeback.
Only three Tigers scored in the
first 20 minutes but each was
quite busy — Lee and Parks with
14 apiece and junior guard Phillip
'Doom' Haynes with 10. Haynes
finished the night with 16 points.
A pair of alley-oop buckets by
Lee early in the second half, in
cluding a stuff to start things off,
pushed the Tigers to a 13-point
lead (45-32). A little later Lee
dumbfounded spectators with a
back-to-the-basket, two-handed
over-the-head feed to freshman
Baskerville Holmes for a reverse

In addition to their scoring ef
forts, Lee pulled down a gamehigh 14 rebounds and Parks had
11. Jones had 13 rebounds for the
Bearcats and forward Myron
Hughes had 10. After committing
22 turnovers in a shaky 74-72 loss
at Florida State last Saturday, the
Tigers gave up the ball only 14
times.

Bobby Parks

MSU 94, Florida State 67
By BOBBY HALL
The one for the road was one to
remember for Memphis State's
basketball team and 10,869 specta
tors at theMid-South Coliseum. In
an overwhelming display of supe
riority, the 17th-ranked Tigers
clobbered Florida State, 94-67.
And, believe it or not, MSU ac
complished the shelling of the
stunned Seminoles with AilAmerican forward Keith Lee play
ing only 10 minutes because of
foul trouble and scoring a careerlow of four points.
But with Lee watching from the
bench, his teammates were down
right terrific as they completed
their home-court season and
stretched their record to 21-5. Lit
tle Andre Turner, the playmaking
freshman guard, poured through
a game-high 22 points— hitting 11
of 15 shots from the field — and
junior guard Phillip Haynes tal
lied 20 — hitting 9 of 13.
"I had no idea I had that many
points," gasped Turner when pre
sented a final statistics sheet in
the dressing room. At one stretch,
he drilled nine straight field
goals ranging from 24-foot jump
ers to driving layups in heavy
traffic. "I guess it had to be my
best game," he said in an
understatement.
Other Tigers who were strong
in supporting roles were center
Derrick Phillips with 14 points
and 9 rebounds; forward Bobby
Parks with 11 points, 7 rebounds
and 7 assists; senior guard Bubba
Luckett who pumped through 10
points in only nine minutes in a
memorable farewell, and fresh
man forward Baskerville Holmes
with eight rebounds and six
points.
"This was a fun basketball
game," said Tiger coach Dana
Kirk. "We played extremely well.
It's nice to have two winsin a row
for momentum going into what
we've got coming up in the next
10 days."
Not only did the Tigers avenge
their 74-72 loss to FSU at Tallahas
see, Fla., they played as if they
were trying to offset all five of
their losses this season in only
one game.
"I knew we were going to be in a
little trouble," said FSU standout
Mitchell Wiggins, who exploded
for 37 points in the first game
with MSU. Wiggins had 17 points
but was 6 of 21 from the field this

points for the Tigers and by halftime MSU was on top, 49-34.
In the first 20 minutes, the Ti
gers shot 62.9 per cent to FSU's
38.2. Haynes had15 points, Turner
14 and Phillips 8. And there were
splurges in which the Tigers
looked as good as some of their
early season rankings would
indicate.
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time. "This was a complete rever
sal... and they did it without the
man (Keith Lee)," Wiggins said.
"We couldn't have askedfor a bet
ter opportunity with Lee in foul
trouble, but they just wore us
out."
The victory boosted MSU into a
three-way tie for second place in
the Metro Conference with a 6-5
record going into the final regu
lar season game at Louisville. The
Tigers are tied with Virginia Tech
and Tulane for second.
An indication of how the night
would go came seven seconds
after the opening tipoff when
Turner drilled a 20-foot jumper.
Haynes followed with a threepoint maneuver and the Tigers
were up 5-0and on their way. FSU,
now 14-12 and 5-6 in the league,
came right back and when Lee
headed for the bench with his
third foul with 10:35 remaining,
the Tigers were leading by a mere
15-14.
But with the super-quick Turn
er sparking the attack and amaz
ing the crowd with his sharpshooting skill and Haynes, Parks
and Phillips teaming up with bigplay baskets, the Tigers took com
plete control, aside from one FSU
run which cut MSU's lead to 31-28.
An alley-oop slam by Holmes on a
pass from Turner sparked a
breakaway of eight unanswered

MSU rushed out and canned its
first four shots of the second half
and suddenly the blowout was on
again with the Tigers leading by
19 points, 57-38. Lee got foul No. 4
with 18:53 left and went to the
bench. There was never a reason
to come back. With 10 minutes
left, it was a 25-point spread and
Kirk rewarded the Blue Dog re
serves with lots of playing time.
As each starter was replaced,
spectators responded with stand
ing ovations to complete the
memorable night.
As exciting asthe night was, the
most touching episode for Kirk
came as the Tigers were headed to
the court before the game. That's
when Luckett, who along with
center A. Maceo Battle make up
the team's contingent of seniors,
called Kirk over to the side.
"Bubba knew that I was think
ing about maybechanging the lin
eup a little to maybe start the sen
iors," Kirk explained after the
game. "He came upto me and said
he knew what I was thinking
about and he told me that the
most important thing in the
world as far as he was concerned
was to win this game. He didn't
want me to change a thing be
cause of him. Now I'll tell you
something. That's class...I mean
real class."
Luckett and Battle were hon
ored with pregame presentations
as the crowd stood and cheered.
Battle got an early call toaction in
the first half because of Lee's foul
troubles and for the night he had
three points, all on free throws.
The only sad part of the night
for the Tigers was a knee injury to
sophomore forward Aaron Price,
a captain of the Blue Dogs. Price
took himself out of the game, com
plaining of knee pain after falling
to the floor following his foul of a
Seminole player.

Louisville 64, MSU 62
By BOBBY HALL
LOUISVILLE — One dramatic
shot by Louisville guard Milt
Wagner ruined Memphis State's
supreme attempt at party-poop
ing. Even so, in the madness of
Freedom Hall this was no regula
tion basketball game.In any sense
of the word.
A 16-foot jumper by Wagner
with two seconds left in overtime
gave the third-ranked Cardinals a
64-62 victory over the fighting Ti
gers. It allowed a capacity crowd
of 16,613 to properly pop the cork
for a going-away toast to their be
loved Brothers McCray.
But while the Cardinal celebra
tion was raging, it wasMSU coach
Dana Kirk who said, '"rtiis game
adds to our momentum. This
doesn't take away from it. I feel a
lot better than I felt two weeks
ago. I'd call it Sunday afternoon
entertainment at its best."
Actually, Louisville sorta blew
the script on this day when sen
iors Rodney and Scooter McCray
were given a war hero's sendoff
in their fianl regular-season
home game.
At the end of regulation time
with the score tied, 58-58, Rodney
missed a 15-foot jumper with
three seconds left that could have
made the Cardinals a winner.
"It really would have been great
if Rodney could have made the
winning shot," said Louisville
coach Danny Crum, "but in this
kind of game we'll take a victory
any way we can get it."
So it was up to Wagner as time
ran out in the five-minute over
time. And it became a gameof a 6-5
Cardinal going one-on-one with a
5-10 Tiger — guard Andre Turner
— in the bid for the winning
hoop.
With 15 seconds remaining in
the overtime and the score 62-all,
Louisville called a timeout to set
up an inbounds play near midcourt. Rodney McCray pitched
the ball in to Wagner, who made
the grab after a leaping Turner
had slightly deflected the pass.
"We had two plans, depending
on whether they (the Tigers)
were in a man-to-man or a zone
defense," Wagner said. "But I
couldn't really tell what they
were in. By the time it was about
nine seconds, Iknew I had tostart
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MSU fell to 21-6 overall and 6-6 in
the Metro, leaving the defending
champion Tigers fourth in the fi
nal standings.
Tiger sophomore forward Keith
Lee finished as the highscorer in
the nationally-televised game
with 21 points despite sitting out
six minutes of the first half after
picking up two fouls. During the
time Lee was out of the game, the
Cardinals outscored the 17thranked Tigers, 12-6, coming from
behind to take a 39-33 lead. Lee
played the entire second half and
the overtime without fouling
again.

doing something because I could
hear the crowd counting down."
As for Turner, it was one of
those occasions a little man tries
to avoid. Whe he couldn't, he dug
in and tried to gut it out.
"I saw everybodyclearing out of
the way," Turner said. "I knew
what was coming and all I could
do was buckle down and play posi
tion defense as tight as I could. He
made a move on me and I tried to
draw a charge."
There was some contact as Wag
ner wheeled into Turner.
"I guess he didn't bump mehard
enough for the ref to call a
charge," Turner said. "After we
didn't get the call, I was a little off
balance and I couldn't get my
hand in his facelike I really need
ed to. I tried as hard as I could, but
with him being 6-5 and me being
5-10... well, I've been little all my
life and I know about those
things."
The Tiger defensive strategy on
the final play of overtime was dif
ferent from the last playof regula
tion, which came after coaches
jockeyed with their strategy by
calling four consecutive timeouts
— two by each team. At the end of
regulation, MSU fell back into a 23 zone.
"We wanted to make the confu
sion factor (for Louisville) as
high as we could," Kirk said.
"With the win, Louisville fin
ished at 27-3, and notched its sec
ond perfect 12-0 Metro record. It
equalled the 12-0 mark put togeth
er by the Cardinals' national
championship team of 1979-80.

Cardinal guard Lacaster Gor
don, who pumped through 18
points in the first half, finished
with 20 to lead Louisville's scor
ing. Rodney McCray finished
with 13 points and Wagner 12.
Ironically, Wagner was late for
pregame warmups because his in
fant son was ill and needed some
attention at a local hospital.Scoot
er McCray tied Lee for rebound
ing honors with 13 as Louisville
dominated the battle of the
boards, 41-27.
Kirk, who said he didn't want to
come across as blasting the offi
cials, cited Louisville's aggres
siveness on the boards and point
ed out some of the Cardinals'
back-climbing efforts for
rebounds.
"You just have to stay up at
night hoping and praying that
you get a call when you're playing
Louisville," Kirk said. He wasa bit
more specific about the charging
foul on Tiger forward Bobby
Parks — his fifth — with 1:42 left
in regulation. "It wasa ridiculous
call," Kirk said.
Parks made a basketon the shot,
giving MSU a 58-56lead, but Louis
ville converted two free throws
after the foul to quickly knot the
game again.
The Tigers lost possession 15
seconds later when Turner was
called for a five-second violation
near midcourt after failing to ad
vance the ball against Rodney
McCray's defense. The Cardinals
came down and delayed for one
shot, the one McCray missed and
the teams moved to overtime.

Metro Tournament

MSU 84, Florida State 74
By BOBBY HALL

CINCINNATI — The bazooka
coach Dana Kirk wanted to shoot
down Florida State's Mitchell
Wiggins with turned out to be
Bobby Parks, the guy Memphis
State had intended to be the defensive stopper. And a few Tiger
free throws — 26 of 28 to be exact
— didn't hurt MSU a bit.
And so it was that the defending
champion Tigers gunned down
Florida State, 84-74, in the first
round of the Metro Tournament
behind Parks' career-high 33
points before 6,136 in Riverfront
Coliseum

When it finally was apparent
that the Tigers (22-6) had the
game in the bag, a happy bunch of
MSU fans — about 1,700 strong —
broke out in a chant of "We Want
Louisville! We Want Louisville!"
That opportunity comes in the semifinal round against the thirdranked Cardinals (27-3).
Later, Virginia Tech eliminated
Southern Mississippi, 79-68 and
Tulane ousted Cincinnati, 80-65.
Tech and Tulane play in the other
semifinal.
On the eve of the Tigers' opening game MSU coach Dana Kirk
tabbed Parks as the "bazooka" his
team needed to take aim at Wiggins, the league's leading scorer
with a 22.9 average and the Seminole who had scored 37 points
against the Tigers earlier in the
season. Not only did the 6-5 Parks,
a junior from Grand Junction,
Tenn., limit Wiggins to 18 points!
he went on a scoring tear of his
own with 33 points. That surpassed his previouscareer high of
27 last season against Southwestern Louisiana. He was only one
point shy of the single-game scoring record in Metro Tournament
action.
"When I went into the game I
wasn't looking to score," Parks
said. "I was just looking to win the
game. I didn't know I had 33
points. I was just playing as hard
as I could."
After bolting to a 42-30 halftime
lead and leading by 15 points (4732) early in the second half, the
Tigers found themselves in a
palm-sweating battle in the closing minutes against the cat-quick
Seminoles. With 5:02 remaining,
FSU cut MSU's lead to only one
point, 69-68. Facing the loss of mo-
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mentum. Kirk ordered the spread
offense, which the Tigers call
their "Fist," and the strategy put
MSU at the free throw line the
rest of the night.
MSU's final 15 points came from
the free throw line — including
eight by Parks who was 13 of 13
from the line for the night — as
the Tigers pulled away.
"Our 'Fist' offense was awfully
good for us tonight," said Kirk,
making sure the sometimes criticized scheme got its due credit
this time.
The free throw shooting by the
Tigers set a tournament record of
92.9 per cent, breaking the mark
of 90.8 by Louisville against Cincinnati in 1981. Parks' 13 of 13
from the line tied a Metro record
for most free throws made in a
single game,
Judging from their start, it appeared the Tigers weresimply going t° destroy the Seminoles with
their field goal accuracy. For the
first nine minutes of the game
MSU hit 68.8 per cent for a 23-18
lead. Two of MSU's scores came on
smashing dunks by AU-American
forward Keith Lee. He finished
the first half with 12 points while
Parks was getting 11.
MSU's final 60.4 per cent from
the field wasn't at all shabby compared to FSU's 45.5, but the deadly
free throw shooting under the
pressure was the real difference,
The Tigers also were strong on
the boards with a 32-22 advantage
in rebounds.
Supporting Parks' scoring were
Lee with 18points and guard Phil

lip 'Doom' Haynes with 16 points.
Parks and Haynes joined Lee in
MSU's 1,000-point club, Parks with
1,016 and Haynes with 1,012. Lee
led all rebounders with 11 and
Parks pulled down 10.
"We made a good comeback but
Memphis State sure didn't do any
thing to help us down the
stretch," said Joe Williams, the
Seminole coach.
Florida State, which beat the Ti
gers, 74-72, at Tallahasee and lost
to MSU, 94-67, at Memphis during
the regular season, got well-bal
anced scoring. Freshman forward
Granville Arnold and center Mi
chael Johnson matched Wiggins
with 18 points apiece and guard
Tony William got 16.
With 3:30 left in the game, the
Seminoles again were within one
point, 71-70, thanks to a pair of
free throws by Maurice Myrick.
Parks made it 73-70 with 3:06 on
two free throws after being
fouled by Johnson while driving
for the hoop. The Tigers quickly
fell back into a 2-3 zone and the
seemingly baffled Seminoles nev
er got a shot away until 1:24. The
attempt missed and Wiggins
fouled on the rebound attempt,
sending Parks to the line for two
more free tosses, which he made
for a 75-70 advantage.
What does FSU coach Williams
think about the MSU-Louisville
pairing?
"Louisville has the strongest,
most competitive team it's had
since I've been in the league,"
Williams said. "Memphis State
played well tonight except for a
little spurt or two. It'll probably
be a great basketball game."

Metro Tournament

Louisville 71, MSU 68
By BOBBY HALL
CINCINNATI — "I thought we
were in great shape, but we let it
get away a little bit," said Memphis State coach Dana Kirk, getting right to the point.
Whether the slippage was by
just a little bit or by a great deal
more, the result was the same in
Riverfront Coliseum before
15,277, the largest crowd ever to
witness a Metro ConferenceTournament basketball game.
Defending champion Memphis
State had to leave town knowing
three 10-point leads in the second
half weren't enough to hold off
determined Louisville as the
third-ranked Cardinals claimed a
71-68 victory.
"It was the first time this year
that I can remember being that
far behind in the second half and
still won," said Denny Crum, the
Louisville coach. "I think itshows
the character of the guys we have.
I thought it was a great game."
A great game, indeed, from an
excitement standpoint.
Thanks to some scorching
shooting from junior guard Phillip 'Doom' Haynes, the Tigers
roared back from a 43-38 halftime
deficit to blow open leads of 5747,
5949 and 61-51, the last 10-point
edge coming with 10:33
remaining.
"I really didn't think we had it
won at that point," said Tiger captain Bobby Parks. "There was too
much time left."
But the way the Tigers and
Haynes were shooting, it was
enough to make about 7,000 redshirted Louisville fans in the
building terribly nervous. MSU,
which is now 22-7 for the campaign, drilled its first six shots,
four of them on swishing jumpers
by Haynes fora 5045 lead. Haynes,
the streakshooter from Northside, finished witha game-high 23
points.
"We were passing the ball
around pretty well and I just happened to be in the right spot for
the shots," Haynes said.
However, after MSU got its 61-51
cushion, the regular-season
champion Cardinals struck for
six unanswered points, including
two jumpers by sophomore guard
Milt Wagner, to break the Tiger
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momentum. Little did the Tigers
know that when Haynes made two
free throws for a 65-59 advantage
with 7:27 left they wouldn't score
again until freshman Baskerville
Holmes tipped in a bucket with 26
seconds remaining. By then, the
opportunistic Cardinals had
racked up 10 points and taken control of the semifinal game,
"The difference was when we
went from our regular press to
our denial press," Crum said. "In
the denial press, we concentrate
more on guys who don't have the
ball. Florida State used the same
kind of defense to cause Memphis
some problems in the first round
and we felt we could do it too."
Steals by Rodney McCray and
Wagner on MSU'sinbounds passes
against Louisville's press were
the key plays in the turnaround,
The Cardinals, who have now
won 12 straight games and 20 of
their last 21, cashed both thefts
for buckets and with 6:15 on the
clock tied the score at 65-65 on a
follow by Scooter McCray. The Ti
gers called time out, came back
and worked for ashot for 1V2 minutes without success, then went to
their "Fist" spread with 4:48.
Kirk credited the "Fist" as the
difference in MSU's 84-74 victory
over FSU in the first round game,
but against Louisville it resulted
in a forced shot by playmaking
guard Andre Turner that missed
with 4:12. And on the rebound attempt, Tiger Ail-American Keith
Lee was called for his fifth foul,

fouling out for the first time all
season.
Louisville then came down and
went into a spread of its own and
with 3:09 the Cardinals opened a
67-65 lead when Holmes was
called for goal-tending on a shot
by Billy Thompson. MSU called
time out with 2:58 and set up a
play for Haynes to drive the right
side, but his on-the-move shot
bounced off the rim and the Car
dinals rebounded.
"I was going fast and I got hit
when I was in the air, but the ref
didn't call anything," Haynes
said.
Louisville continued its spread
and got two free throws from
Scooter McCray with 1:03 for a 6965 lead. Holmes made it a twopoint game with his tipin, but
Wagner restored a four-point
margin, 71-67, with twofree tosses
at :22. For the Tigers, it was all
over.
Lee finished with 15 points, for
ward Bobby Parks 12 and center
Derrick Phillips 10 for the Tigers,
who shot .571 for the game after a
torrid .650 in the second half.
Wagner led Louisville's pointmakers with 17 and was followed
by guard Lancaster Gordon with
13 and the McCray brothers with
12 apiece. Louisville dominated in
rebounding, 32-24, with Rodney
McCray getting 10 to tie Lee for
game rebounding honors.
Kirk, who was hit with only his
second technical foul of the sea
son with 17:58 remaining in the
first half, called the officiating
"pathetic." Referee Ron Zetcher
whistled Kirk from across the
court after the coach voiced dis
approval of a foul on Haynes.
In the Louisville dressing room
after the game, Cardinal players
said they're tired of hearing Kirk
gripe about the officiating each
time they beat the Tigers. Satur
day's victory completed a threegame sweep of the Tigers this
"I guess that kind of stuff (grip
ing) is to be expected," said Scoot
McCray. "But I can't see why he
keeps complaining. I don't know
whether he just doesn't want to
give us credit or not. But look,
they had onlytwo more fouls than
we did (19-17) and at halftime
both teams had two guys with

Andre Turner (left) and fallen teammate Phillip 'Doom' Haynes
three each."
Rodney McCray said, "Coach
Kirk complained about the refer
ees. I don't know that they were
that bad. At the beginning of the
game, the refs told us they were
going to let us play, but then they
called it really tight. Our big men
were in foul trouble, but we went
to our bench and that's how we
won it . . . that and our denial
defense."
Kirk, however, did credit the
Cardinals saying, "Give credit to
Louisville, they're a very good
team. One thing that might hurt

them in the NCAA championship
is that they won't be able to get
away with fouls that they got
away with today."
The Tigers went home feeling
quite sure there's still some bas
ketball left for them this season.
"We'll make it to the NCAA
championships because we are
one of the better teams in the
country," Kirksaid. "It would be a
disgrace to basketball it we wer
en't. We've been ranked No. 1and
we've stayed in the Top 20 all
year."
Did Kirk feel better after this

loss than the two previous defeats
by Louisville?
"I don't fee good aboutany game
I lose," he blurted.
Speaking for the Tiger players,
Parks said, "I sure hate for any
body to beat us three times.Some
how we should have kept that
lead. When wewere up by 10, it ws
too early to go to the 'Fist' so we
waited until later. The main prob
lem was that we got careless with
the ball.
"We really wanted to beat Louis
ville and win this championship
again."

Lady Tigers Find Old Foe
Blocking Path To Crown
By GREG HANEY
It began in hopes of a repeat
Metro Conference title and an
NCAA Tournament appearance.
But Louisville stepped in the path
of the Lady Tigers' plans and kept
MSU from having a completely
satisfying season in 1982-83.
The loss to the Lady Cardinals
in the Metro final, 55-53, was con
sistent with a season that saw top
flight play balanced against sev
eral off performances. Memphis
State (20-12) alternately looked as
if it was a potential national
champion or a probable also-ran.
MSU played even-up with sever
al national powers — beat some —
but faltered surprisingly against
some lesser squads.
Memphis State played probably
its most demanding schedule
ever, going on the road in losing
efforts to perennial powers Old
Dominion and Louisiana Tech
and winning at home against No.
6 Kentucky.
In losing the Metro champion
ship for the third time in four
years to Louisville, the Lady Ti
gers fell to a team they'd beaten
by 29 points earlier in the season.
The defeat was the most crushing
the Lady Tigers had suffered in
several years and the players took
it hard.
But the team regrouped for a
good performance in the National
Women's Invitation Tournament
in Amarillo, Texas. Still, second
place again was their fate as they
fell to New Orleans in the title
game, 68-58.
The Lady Tigers continued to
draw fairly well at the MSU Fieldhouse with crowds of about 2,000
for the final two home games
against Ole Missand Florida State.
But MSU student attendance con
tinued to be low, and that showed
in the lack of vociferous support.
Lady Tiger fans saw brilliant play
this season from guard Diane
Jones. At times, Jones played on
another plane above her team
mates, throwing passes that
caught them by surpris^ and
keeping her cool when conditions
were tense. She had her offnights, but they were few. Her
first-half play in the Metro title
game alone would have given her
the Most Valuable Player award if

the Lady Tigers had won.
Jones finished the season with
an 11.2 scoring average, but her
most telling statistic was in the
assist department. She had 221 of
them, while her 13 teammates
combined had 309.
Debra Grandberry, Paula
Fuller, Felicia Sparks, Lisa Dalton, Jones and Jaina Washer all
ended their college careers this
season. Grandberry showed im
provement over her erratic 198182 play, averaging 10.6 points a
game and gaining strength as a
rebounder as the season pro
gressed. Fuller sparkled as an out
side shooter, but not as often as
she might have liked.
Junior college transfer Wanda
Simpson and freshman Vera
Webb were welcome new addi
tions to the Lady Tigers. Both
should see healthy playing time
in 1983-84.
Sophomore center ReginaStreet
led the team in scoring (16.3) and
rebounding (10.2), but still strug
gled with foul trouble and inconsitency. At times,she was magnifi
cent. Her future remains bright.
MEMPHIS STATE 71, OREGON
65 at Minneapolis in Dial Classic
— Jones and Regina Street scored
16 points apieceas the LadyTigers
opened their season on a promis
ing note. Oregon had been an
NCAA participant in '82.
MINNESOTA 84, MEMPHIS
STATE 76 at Minneapolis in Dial
Classic — The Lady Tigers were
brought back to earth quickly by
an inspired Golden Gopher team.
MSU tried to force the ball inside,
shot poorly in the first half and
played sloppily.
"We didn't get on the boards,
and we tried to make things hap
pen when they weren't there,"
said Memphis State women's
coach Mary Lou Johns.
MEMPHIS STATE 74, ALABAMA
69 at MSU Fieldhouse — Street
scored 17 in the second half and
finished with a game-high 21 as
MSU had a successful home open
er to go 2-1. Street also had 21 re
bounds, while Jones handed out
an impressive 10 assists.
MEMPHIS STATE 82, UT-MARTIN 63 at Martin, Tenn. — In a
performance reminiscent of her
MVP play in the '82 Metro title

game against Cincinnati, Street
scored 31 points and grabbed 19
rebounds, hitting on15 of 19shots
from the field.
Washer played well, hitting for
15 points, the most she'd hadsince
canning 26 as a sophomore
against Tulane.
MEMPHIS STATE 73, JACKSON
STATE 61 at MSU Fieldhouse — In
an uninspired showing, the Lady
Tigers built a halftime lead of 3422 and hung on to win. The teams
combined for 48turnovers. Fuller
led MSU with 14 points, while
Street had 12 rebounds.
SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI 86,
MEMPHIS STATE 78 at Hattiesburg, Miss. — After taking a 28-18
lead in the first 10 minutes, the
Lady Tigers folded shop to a
smaller, more aggressive Golden
Eagle team.
"What hurt us most was our
poor defensive play and poor
board play in the first half," said
Johns.
MEMPHIS STATE 100, SOUTH
ERN U. 75 at MSU Fieldhouse —
The Lady Tigers outclassed South
ern U. in the second half, rallying
for a big win to go to 5-2. Street,
who was saddled with foul trou
ble for the second straight game,
came on in the second half to
score 18 of her team-high 20
points. MSU had 73 rebounds,
breaking the record of 66 set
against Arkansas in 1980.
OLE MISS 73, MEMPHIS STATE
64 at Oxford, Miss. — Street was
banished to the bench early by
three fouls and finished with just
nine points. Eugenia Conner led a
balanced Lady Rebel attack with
18. Fuller had 14 for MSU and
Webb was impressive off the
bench with 13 points.
MEMPHIS STATE 102, ILLINOIS
62 at MSU Fieldhouse — The Illi
nois women didn't fare much bet
ter than the Illini football team
had the night before against Ala
bama in the Liberty Bowl. Street
went wild with a season-high of 32
points and picked off11 rebounds.
Jones again led the offense, hit
ting for 10 assists.
Johns moved Street to the top of
the key in a 1-3-1 defensive
scheme that kept her out of foul
trouble.
MEMPHIS STATE 75, KEN

TUCKY 71 at MSU Fieldhouse — It
was a shining moment in the Lady
Tigers' season, an upset of the No.
6-ranked Wildcats. Street, Grand
berry and Jones led the scoring
parade with 21, 18 and 18 respec
tively. Most importantly, Grand
berry played a major role in hold
ing ail-American Valerie Still to
just six points.
MEMPHIS STATE87, TULANE 62
at MSU Fieldhouse — Simpson, a
junior out of Shelby State, and
Webb, a freshman from Carver,
led the LadyTigers to an easy win.
Simpson had a season-high 23 and
Webb added 18.
MISSISSIPPI STATE 86, MEM
PHIS STATE 80 at Starkville, Miss.
— The Lady Bulldogs were hot
from the field, hitting55 per cent,
while MSU (8-4) lost its fourth of
six road games.
"This is probably the best I've
seen a Mississippi State team
play," said Johns. "Coach Peggy
Collins had this group mentally
ready to play, while we were men
tally sluggish."
MEMPHIS STATE 79, SOUTH
CAROLINA 67 at MSU Fieldhouse
— The Lady Tigers knocked off
their second Top 20 team in two
weeks as Felicia Sparks led the
way with 22 points.
MEMPHIS STATE 74, CINCIN
NATI 69 at Cincinnati — The Lady
Tigers rode double-figure scoring
by four players to up their record
to 10-4.
FLORIDA STATE 90, MEMPHIS
STATE 82 at Tallahassee — MSU
hit only 6 of 16 free throws to fall
to 10-5.Sue Galkantas led the20thranked Lady Seminoles with 26
points.
MEMPHIS STATE 78, VIRGINIA
TECH 60 at MSU Fieldhouse —
Diane Jones led the Lady Tigers
with 16 points, but it was 12 re
bounds by Grandberry that
helped take up the slack when
Street played only 17 minutes.
Once again, the big center from
Mitchell High School had foul
trouble.
MEMPHIS STATE 85, LOUIS
VILLE 56 at MSU Fieldhouse —
Memphis State was totally domi
nant against a team that later
would beat the Lady Tigers for
the Metro title. Nine players
scored for MSU while Louisville
shot 30 per cent for the game.
OLD DOMINION 72, MEMPHIS
STATE 50 at Norfolk, Va„ in Opti
mist Classic — The Lady Tigers
(12-6) stayed close to the sixthranked powerful Lady Monarchs,
trailing just 47-44 with 11:26 re-

Diane Jones
maining. But theneverything col
lapsed for MSU as Old Dominion
went on a 25-6 tear.
Old Dominion had a big differ
ence at the free throw line, hit
ting 20 of 33 to MSU's 2 of 4.
MEMPHIS STATE 77, NEW
HAMPSHIRE 75 at Norfolk, Va„ in
Optimist Classic — Simpson hit a
pair of free throws with 12 sec
onds left to ice the win for MSU.
MSU coach Johns said, "Never
in two games in a tournament
have I seen such poor officiating.
I really think they (officials) let
New Hampshire come back in the
game."
MISSISSIPPI STATE 59, MEM
PHIS STATE 58 at MSU Fieldhouse
— The Lady Bulldogs beat MSU
for the second time with a secondhalf rally. The loss broke a 20game home win streak for MSU.
MEMPHIS STATE 79, STEPHEN
F. AUSTIN 76 at Nacogdoches, Tex
as — The Lady Tigers scored one
of their biggest wins of the season
as Street scored 24 and Fuller had
19. Washer came off the bench to
sub for Jones, who had foul trou
ble. The Murray, Ky., guard
scored four points and had four
assists.
LOUISIANA TECH 64, MEMPHIS
STATE 56 at Ruston, La. — Moral
victory was a word the Lady Ti
gers shunned, but their effort de
served some acclaim. Jones, who
led MSU with 15 points along with
Simpson, said, "We could have
won this game and I still think we
can beat them if we play them
again." MSU fell to 14-8.
MEMPHIS STATE 76, DELTA
STATE 72 at Cleveland, Miss. —
Freshman Webb poured through

20 points, hitting on 8 of 13 shots
and 4 of 6 free throws. Sparks had
15.
OLE MISS 78, MEMPHIS STATE
67 at MSU Fieldhouse — Before
the biggest crowd of the season —
2,007 — the Lady Rebels made
amends for their NCAA loss on
the same court in '82. MSU blew a
37-31 halftime lead asStreet again
played less than 30 minutes
against Ole Miss.
MEMPHIS STATE 90, TULANE 68
at New Orleans — Street and
Fuller had 21 each as the Lady
Tigers dominated from the start
and went to 16-9.
FLORIDA STATE 68, MEMPHIS
STATE 66 at MSU Fieldhouse —
Florida State's Lynn Marnie hit
six late free throws to hold off a
Lady Tigers comeback. The Lady
Seminoles showed they deserved
their top seeding in the Metro
Tournament.
MEMPHIS STATE 72, VIRGINIA
TECH 64 at Metro Tournament in
Louisville — The game was not as
close as the score indicated. Ten
players scored for MSU with
Street and Fuller leading the way
with 16 apiece.
MEMPHIS STATE 84, CINCIN
NATI 64 at Metro Tournament in
Louisville — The Lady Tigers
played as well as they have all
season. Street dominated inside,
stayed out of foul trouble and had
26 points and 16 rebounds. Jones
had 18 points on 9 of 14 long-range
shooting.
LOUISVILLE 55, MEMPHIS
STATE 53 at Metro Tournament in
Louisville — Heart-breaking
doesn't begin to describe the Lady
Tigers' bitter loss to the Lady Car
dinals in the tourney finale. MSU
led by 12 in thefirst half, but Lou
isville caught up when Janet
McNew began hitting from out
side.
MEMPHIS STATE 77, SOUTH
ERN ILLINOIS 69 at NWIT in Ama
rillo, Texas — Street had 21 and
Fuller 17 as the Lady Tigers re
bounded to win in their National
Women's Invitational Tourna
ment opener.
MEMPHIS STATE 88, ORAL ROB
ERTS 61 at NWIT — The Lady Ti
gers powered to a big win with a
second-half surge of 51 points.
Street dominated with 27 points.
NEW ORLEANS 68, MEMPHIS
STATE 58 at NWIT championship
game — The Lady Tigers lost a
two-point halftime lead in thesec
ond half when they shot just 33
per cent. Grandberry and Street
took all-tourney honors, and
Grandberry also was named
"Rookie of the Tournament."

MSU Men's Scores

MSU Men's Basketball
Statistics
RECORD: 23-8 OVERALL; 6-6 CONFERENCE

H1

West Texas St
Wyoming
St. Louis
Ball State
Kent State
East Tennessee
Kansas
So. Miss
Ole Miss
Baltimore
St. Louis
Virginia Tech
Cincinnati
Delta State
N.C. State
Iona
Eastern Kentucky
Virginia Tech
Tulane
Wichita State
Tulane
North Texas St
Louisville
Florida State
Cincinnati
Florida State
Louisville
Florida St
(Metro)
Louisville
(Metro)
Georgetown
(NCAA)
Houston
(NCAA)

89 74
71 45
75 56
104 81
72 59
80 62
64 58
81 60
63 58
103 57
78 64
56 69
80 63
100 62
57 53
94 88
80 65
73 64
56 58
85 73
47 49
80 63
66 75
72 74
84 77
94 67
62 64
84 74
68 71
66 57
63 70

Won — 23, Lost — 8.

MSU Women's Scores

MSU Women's Basketball
Statistics
RECORD: 20-12 OVERALL

£$*

3.5

Jaina Washer
Karen Diggs

S£T

437 431-666 .647

34-1

151

Oregon St
Minnesota
Alabama
UT-Martin
Jackson St
So. Mississippi
Southern
Ole Miss
Illinois
Kentucky
Tulane
Miss. State
South Carolina
Cincinnati
Florida State
Virginia Tech
Louisville
Old Dominion
New Hampshire
Miss. State
S. F. Austin
Louisiana Tech
Delta State
Ole Miss
Tulane
Florida State
Virginia Tech...
Cincinnati
Louisville
Southern 111
Oral Roberts
New Orleans

(Metro)
(Metro)
(Metro)
(NWIT)
(NWIT)
(NWIT)

Won — 20, Lost — 12.

71 65
76 84
74 69
82 63
73 61
78 86
100 75
64 73
102 62
75 71
87 62
80 86
79 67
74 69
82 90
78 60
85 56
50 72
77 75
58 59
79 76
56 64
76 62
67 78
90 68
66 68
72 64
84 63
53 55
77 69
88 61
58 68

By David Darnell

Parks At Work
Bobby Parks, the captain of
this past year's Memphis State
basketball team, is surrounded

by defenders in a game this season. Parks wound up the season

with averages of 15.7 points and
6.9 rebounds,

The Honors Rolled In . . .
MSU Men
INDIVIDUAL HONORS
KEITH LEE
Preseason
Playboy Magazine first-team AilAmerican
Blue Ribbon Magazine secondteam All-American
Street & Smith's first-team AllAmerican
The Sporting News All-Ameri
can List
Postseason
UPI first-team All-American
AP second-team All-American
Basketball Writers' first-team
All-American
The Sporting News first-team
All-American
Kodak/National Association of
Basketball Coaches second-team
All-American
USBWA All-District 3-A
USBWA District 3-A Player of
the Year
All-Metro Conference first team
Finalist for the John Wooden
Award (sixth)
Finalist for the Naismith Award
Runnerup Arkansas Amateur
Athlete of the Year
Vanguard Club College Athlete
of the Year (Tennessee)
NBC first-team All-American
Basketball Times first-team AllAmerican
ESPN second team All-American
During season
Sports Illustrated National Play
er of the Week
ESPN Player of the Game vs.
Wyoming
Chevrolet Player of the Game
vs. Georgetown (CBS)
MVP of Mid-South Classic
Metro Conference Player of the
Week (three times)
BOBBY PARKS
Postseason
All-Metro Conference second
team
Sporting News All-American
honorable mention
During season
Chevrolet Player of the Game
vs. North Carolina State (CBS)
All-Metro Tournament
PHILLIP HAYNES
Preseason
Blue Ribbon Magazine AllAmerican honorable mention
Postseason
All-Metro Conference honor
able mention

No. 1 — For A

Memphis State was ranked No.1
for one week in early January in
both the United Press Interna
tional and Associated Press polls.
These were the rankings on Jan.
10:

UPI POLL
1. Memphis State (24) (11-0) 552
2. Virginia (14) (11-1) 545
3. St. John's (N.Y.) (1) (13-0) 527
4. Indiana (10-1) 456
5. UCLA (8-1) 442
6. Kentucky (1) (10-2) 316
7. Arkansas (10-0) 278
8. Louisville (11-2) 231
9. Nevada-Las Vegas (12-0) 209
10. Alabama (9-2) 174
11. North Carolina (10-3) 155
12. Iowa (9-2) 139
13. Houston (10-2) 128
14. Syracuse (11-1) 127
15. Missouri (10-2) 123
16. Minnesota (10-1) 101
17. Villanova (7-2) 95
18. Tennessee (9-2) 75

ANDRE TURNER
Postseason
NBC All-Freshman team
Metro Conference All-Fresh
man team
Basketball Times Freshman AllAmerican honorable mention

MSU Women
DIANE JONES
Named to all-tournament teams
at the Dial Classic, Optimist
Classic

19. North Carolina State (7-2) 23
20. Illinois State (10-1) 22
AP POLL
1. Memphis State (42) (11-1) 1,164
2. Virginia (13) (11-1) 1,110
3. St. John's (N.Y.) (3) (13-0) 1,028
4. Indiana (2) (10-1) 994
5. UCLA (9-1) 985
6. Kentucky (11-2) 857
7. Arkansas (11-0) 764
8. Nevada-Las Vegas (12-0) 734
9. Louisville (9-2) 650
10. Alabama (9-2) 604
11. North Carolina (10-3) 529
12. Iowa (9-2) 511
13. Syracuse (11-2) 411
14. Missouri (10-2) 403
15. Villanova (8-2) 395
16. Houston (11-2) 293
17. Minnesota (10-1) 266
18. Tennessee (10-2) 234
19. North Carolina State (7-2) 160
20. Ohio State (9-2) 92

All-Metro
tournament

The Tigers
(Front Row, from left), Rhett
Beiletti, Todd Gandee, Larry
Finch, Dana Kirk, Lee Fowler,
Arthur Banks; (Second Row,

from left), Andre Turner, Jon
Albright, Bubba Luckett, Aaron
Price, Baskerville Holmes, A.
Maceo Battle, Keith Lee, Der

MSU photo

rick Phillips, Tony Hubbard,
Bobby Parks, Phillip Haynes,
Ricky McCoy, Jamie Luckett.

Conference

REGINA STREET
Named to all-tournament team
at Dial Classic
All-Metro
Conference
tournament
NWIT All-tournament team
DEBRA GRANDBERRY
NWIT All-tournament team
Rookie of the tournament,
NWIT

The Lady Tigers
From left, Kim Pope, Diane
Jones, Vera Webb, Karen Diggs,
Felicia Sparks, Paula Fuller, Re-

gina Street, Wanda Simpson,
Ranee Fletcher, Debra Grand-

berry, Lisa Dalton, Yvette Blue,
Jaina Washer.

By Richard Gardner

Rebound Battle
Memphis State's Keith Lee batties a pair of Louisville defenders
for a rebound during the regu-

lar-season game between the two
teams played in Memphis. Lee

finished the season with averages
of 18.7 points and 10.8 rebounds,

